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ABSTRACT
We describe an ensemble approach to learning salient spatial regions from ar-
bitrarily partitioned simulation data. Ensemble approaches for anomaly detection
are also explored. The partitioning comes from the distributed processing require-
ments of large-scale simulations. The volume of the data is such that classifiers
can train only on data local to a given partition. Since the data partition reflects
the needs of the simulation, the class statistics can vary from partition to partition.
Some classes will likely be missing from some or even most partitions. We com-
bine a fast ensemble learning algorithm with scaled probabilistic majority voting in
order to learn an accurate classifier from such data. Since some simulations are
difficult to model without a considerable number of false positive errors, and since
we are essentially building a search engine for simulation data, we order predicted
regions to increase the likelihood that most of the top-ranked predictions are correct
(salient). Results from simulation runs of a canister being torn and from a casing
being dropped show that regions of interest are successfully identified in spite of
the class imbalance in the individual training sets. Lift curve analysis shows that the
use of data driven ordering methods provides a statistically significant improvement
over the use of the default, natural time step ordering. Significant time is saved for
the end user by allowing an improved focus on areas of interest without the need to
conventionally search all of the data. We have also found that using random forests
weighted and distance-based outlier ensemble methods for supervised learning of
anomaly detection provide significant accuracy improvements when compared to
ix
existing methods on the same dataset. Further, distance-based outlier and local
outlier factor ensemble methods for unsupervised learning of anomaly detection
also compare favorably to existing methods.
x
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
We consider the problem of dealing with datasets too large to fit in the memory
of any one computer and too bandwidth-intensive to move between neighboring
computers [1]. Such problems exist in the United States Department of Energy’s
Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) program [2, 3], wherein a supercom-
puter simulates a hypothetical real-world event. The simulation data is partitioned
and distributed across separate disks, to facilitate parallel computation. It may be
many terabytes to petabytes in size. The current state of the art is that developers
spend time manually browsing for anomalies in order to develop the simulation, and
domain experts spend similar time looking for salient events. We want to create
a tool to let them manually mark a small number of examples and then automati-
cally flag found examples throughout the rest of the dataset, or similar datasets for
directed browsing. Because there will be false positives, we want to present pre-
dicted positives to the user in an order that increases the chances of true positives
being presented early.
As a result of partitioning, the points of interest, or “salience”, in some partitions
may be limited to only a few nodes. Salient points, being few in number, exhibit a
pathological minority class classification problem. The problems associated with
imbalanced datasets and various strategies for dealing with those problems are
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described in [4, 5]. Techniques include various forms of undersampling and over-
sampling [6], and cost-sensitive learning methods [7]. In the case of a partition
having zero salient points, a single-class “classifier” will be learned. This motivates
a scaling adjustment to the voting scheme used in [8, 9], and developed in [10] to
improve accuracy, as shown in Chapter 4.1. Facial region recognition experiments
and analysis of nodal as well as regional accuracy were also included in [9]. A
different, smaller dataset with only four partitions was used in [8, 9]. We first used
the ordering of salient regions and the use of lift quality to measure the quality of
the ordering for the casing simulation only [10].
In this dissertation, we give examples of learning from four simulation runs of
a canister being torn, and from one run of a casing being dropped. The material
in our previous journal article [37] forms a foundation for this research, and has
been included in this dissertation. These are relatively small simulations, used in
initial investigations in the ASC program, but large enough to show the utility and
advantages of our approach. Visualizations of a casing being dropped and of a
canister tear simulation model are shown in Figure 1.1. We have evaluated how
well our approach can detect connected groups of salient nodes. Also, we have
measured the quality of our ordering of salient region predictions, as discussed in
Chapter 4.1. We show that it is possible to obtain an accurate prediction and a
useful ordering of salient regions, even when the data is broken up arbitrarily in
3D space with no particular relation to feature space. Results on the canister tear
and casing datasets indicate that experts working with much larger simulations can
benefit from the predictive guidance obtained from only a small amount of relevant
data.
As a final piece of evidence for the utility of this approach, one of the experts in
this field, W. Philip Kegelmeyer assisted with a real-world example of a much larger
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(a) Casing simulation (b) Canister tear simulation
Figure 1.1: Visualizations of the casing and canister tear simulations. For the
casing simulation, ground truth salient (bolt) regions are the smaller red (in color)
or darker (in grayscale) regions.
simulation that involved 162 runs of 876 gigabytes of data in each run. The original
data is classified. The structural safety simulation was a very complicated model
with many layers that developed cracks and tears, which sometimes constituted
a breach all the way from the outside to the inside of the model. After 180 man
hours were spent manually marking only the tears in 12 runs, a faster approach
was needed. A distributed classification approach similar to that proposed in this
dissertation was used to train on the 12 marked runs and test the remaining 150
runs to find all tears and evaluate breaches in a cumulative 75 man hours [37].
Ensemble approaches for anomaly detection (not region or simulation based)
are also explored and compared to existing approaches. We have found that using
random forests weighted and distance-based outlier ensemble methods for su-
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pervised learning of anomaly detection provide significant accuracy improvements
when compared to existing methods on the same dataset. Further, distance-
based outlier and local outlier factor ensemble methods for unsupervised learning
of anomaly detection also compares favorably to existing methods.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation include an approach that shows how
to order predicted regions by most likely to be interesting/relevant for large parti-
tioned, spatially disjoint datasets where the individual predictions are not as im-
portant as finding/predicting regions. We show that the method works even when
data is distributed in ways that may not be helpful to the learning algorithms. Our
methods might be adapted to present regions in medical images from distributed
data by order of likely importance. Another application might be to recognize su-
pernovae regions in astronomy. Our approach is limited to applications with the
above characteristics, where large arbitrary partitions of data include a relatively
small minority class and where region labeling noise in training is typically less
than 10%. A second area of contribution is to demonstrate how using different en-
semble approaches to anomaly detection can improve the results of some of the
existing approaches.
1.3 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, background,
related work, and types of ensemble learning and anomaly detection are dis-
cussed; Chapter 3 includes the canister tear, casing simulation, and KDD Cup
1999 modified datasets characteristics and train/test set organization; Chapter 4
4
includes experiments, evaluation metrics, and results for the canister tear and cas-
ing simulations; Chapter 5 includes experiments, evaluation metrics, and results
for the KDD Cup 1999 modified dataset; Chapter 6 summarizes the dissertation
and its contributions.
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CHAPTER 2
ENSEMBLE LEARNING
In this chapter, background, related work, and types of ensemble learning and
anomaly detection are discussed.
2.1 Background and Related Work
We discuss the most relevant research in the related areas of incremental
learning, distributed learning, and ranking problems. Incremental learning [11–14],
where the model changes as training data becomes available over time, provides
a potential approach for creating a model from a very large training dataset. The
model could be built on one set of data and then moved to another processor for
continued learning on a second set of data, etc. Incremental learning models that
require the storage of previous training examples, such as instance-based learn-
ing approaches [12], and decision tree approaches [15] are time consuming for
very large datasets. Also, we could find no work evaluating their performance on
very large datasets. Alternatively, data mining of streaming data [16, 17] has been
developed precisely for endless streams of data. The datasets considered in this
dissertation could be treated as a stream, although they lack a natural ordering
principle. Our empirical experiments show statistically different results depending
on how the partitions are ordered [37].
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There are distributed learning algorithms, such as distributed boosting [18], that
could be applied to this problem. The authors of [19] evaluate several distributed
boosting algorithms, one of which deals specifically with learning from homoge-
neous distributions of data scattered across different sites. They consider the
problem from the standpoint of data privacy, where data examples may not be
propagated to other computers. In this algorithm, they compute statistics on the
data such as mean and covariance in order to calculate the Mahalanobis distance
between sites. Sites containing similar distributions employ the authors’ distributed
boosting algorithm, while those without similarity use standard boosting.
In the distributed boosting algorithm, a boosted classifier was built in each par-
tition and broadcast to the other partitions. Using this ensemble of classifiers, the
weight of each example was updated. A global weight array stores the sum of the
updated weights for each individual site, thus providing information on how difficult
it is to learn at any one site, and weighting that partition accordingly for the next
iteration. The authors showed that this algorithm was at least as accurate as stan-
dard boosting on the centralized data base. The only spatially disjoint sets used
in [19] were two very small synthetic datasets with three equal size classes, two
physical dimensions, and no time dimension. In contrast, our much larger data-
sets consist of physics simulations of real world events with unequal size classes,
three physical dimensions, a time dimension, and different partition schemes that
present unique data mining challenges.
Distributed learning models have been shown to be able to provide classifi-
cation performance that is competitive with that obtained on all of the data [20].
There is some work that indicates it is possible to do effective distributed learning
with cost sensitive data [21]. Further, any approach that builds independent clas-
sifiers or models and combines them could potentially be applied [22]. Of the work
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discussed here, only in [19] were spatially disjoint datasets used, with significant
differences from our work as mentioned above. In addition, we have developed
smoothing and thresholding methods to obtain regional predictions.
Many variants of ranking problems in machine learning exist. For instance, doc-
uments in information retrieval are ranked according to their probability of being rel-
evant to a query. Another example is a personalized email filter that assigns priori-
ties to unread mail. One approach is to learn an order of items based on a pairwise
score function [23]. Bucket orders, i.e., total orders with ties are considered in [24].
The Spearman rank correlation metric is minimized by using a simple weighted
voting procedure [25], and by active learning of label ranking functions [26]. The
authors of [27] use an order consistency metric to measure how identical the pre-
dicted order is to the true order of recommendation on item graphs. Since we are
concerned only with whether our predictions satisfy an overlap requirement, we
use lift quality as developed for database marketing [28,29].
2.2 General Methods
Ensemble methods improve class accuracy by combining the predictions of
multiple classifiers. Requirements for improved accuracy include having indepen-
dent (or only slightly correlated) base classifiers that perform better than random
guessing [30]. One method of constructing ensembles of classifiers is to manip-
ulate the training set by creating multiple training sets by resampling the original
dataset. Two examples of this technique are bagging and boosting, which are
described in Chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. A second ensemble creation technique
manipulates the input features. An example of this type is random forests, which
also uses bagging and is described in Chapter 2.3. A third method for data with
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a large number of classes manipulates the class labels by randomly partitioning
the class labels into two disjoint subsets and using the relabeled examples to train
a base classifier. This process is repeated to create an ensemble of base classi-
fiers. For each test example, each base classifier predicts 0 or 1, and all classes
belonging to the winning subset receive a vote. The votes are tallied and the class
that receives the highest vote is assigned to the test example. An example of this
technique is the error-correcting output coding method. A fourth ensemble creation
method manipulates the learning method by changing the network topology or ini-
tial weights in artificial neural networks or by injecting randomness into the decision
tree-growing procedure [30]. While the first three ensemble creation methods can
be applied to any classifier, the fourth depends on the classifier type. Base clas-
sifiers that are sensitive to minor perturbations in the training set are known as
unstable classifiers and include decision trees, rule-based classifiers, and artificial
neural networks. Ensemble methods with such classifiers tend to improve accu-
racy. Each test example is classified by taking a majority vote on predictions of
base classifiers or by weighting each prediction with the base classifier’s accuracy.
2.2.1 Bagging
Bagging or bootstrap aggregating repeatedly samples with replacement from a
dataset using a uniform probability distribution [30]. Each bag has the same size
as the original dataset, with some examples appearing more than once and some
not at all in each bag. About 63% of the original dataset appears in each bag on
average. An unstable base classifier such as a decision tree is trained on each
bag of data. For each test example, the class label predicted by a majority vote of
the base classifiers is assigned to that example. The reduction in variance of the
base classifier accounts for the improvement in generalization error [30].
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2.2.2 Boosting
Boosting is an iterative process that increases the focus of base classifiers on
examples that are difficult to classify [30]. Boosting does this by assigning a weight
to each training example and adaptively changing this weight at the end of each
boosting round. These weights can be used to draw a set of bootstrap examples
from the original data, or they can be used by the base classifier to learn a model
that favors higher-weight examples.
2.3 Decision Trees and Random Forests
A decision tree classifier is a commonly used classification technique with three
types of nodes. They include a root node at the top, internal nodes, and leaf or
terminal nodes [30]. The root and internal nodes contain attribute test conditions
to separate records that have different characteristics. Each leaf node is assigned
a class label. Once the decision tree has been constructed, a test example is
classified by beginning at the root node, applying the test condition to the record,
and following the branch that satisfies the test. This will either lead to an internal
node with a new test condition for selecting another branch or to a leaf node with a
class label associated with that node. When a leaf node is reached, its class label
is then assigned to the test record [30].
Building an optimal decision tree for large real-world datasets is not compu-
tationally feasible due to the exponential search space size. However, efficient
algorithms have been developed to induce a reasonably accurate decision tree in
a reasonable time. These usually employ a greedy strategy of making the deci-
sion about which attribute to use for partitioning the data as the tree is built. One
such algorithm is Hunt’s algorithm, in which a decision tree is grown recursively
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by partitioning the training records into successively purer subsets [30]. The first
step consists of creating a leaf node with the class of the training records associ-
ated with that node, if they all have the same class. The second step, in the case
when all the training records associated with a node contain records that belong to
more than one class, is to select an attribute test condition to partition the records
into smaller subsets. Each outcome of the test condition generates a child node,
and the training records are distributed to the child nodes based on the outcomes.
These two steps are sufficient for cases when all attribute combinations are present
in the training data and each unique attribute combination has a unique class label.
Since this is not necessarily the case, there are two additional cases that must be
addressed. First, any child node created in the second step above may be empty
because none of the training records match the combination of attributes associ-
ated with that node. In this case, the child node is declared a leaf node with the
class label of the majority class of training records associated with its parent. Sec-
ond, if all the records associated with a node have identical attribute values but not
the same class label, then that node is declared a leaf node with the class label of
the majority of the records associated with the node [30].
The two main issues that a decision tree induction algorithm must address are
deciding how the training records should be split and when the splitting process
should end. For the first issue, the algorithm must specify the test condition for
different attribute types and provide an objective measure of the test condition’s
quality. An attribute is an object’s property or characteristic that can vary among
objects or times. Different types of attributes include binary, nominal, ordinal, and
continuous. Binary attributes have two possible values or outcomes, while nominal
attributes have three or more. Ordinal attributes can produce binary or multiple
splits as long as the grouping of attribute values preserves the order property of
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the values. For instance, grouping good and best together without including better
is not allowed. Unlike the first three categorical or qualitative types of attributes,
continuous attributes have a quantitative or numeric nature. The test condition for
continuous attributes can be expressed as a comparison test with either binary
outcomes (two ranges) or multiple outcomes (more than two ranges) [30].
Different measures of test conditions’s quality include entropy, Gini, classifica-
tion error, and information gain. They deal with the class distribution of the records
before and after splitting. If p(i|t) denotes the fraction of records belonging to class
i at a given node t, the following measures for selecting the best split are:
Entropy(t) = −
c−1∑
i=0
p(i|t) log2 p(i|t) (2.1)
Gini(t) = 1−
c−1∑
i=0
[p(i|t)]2 (2.2)
Classification error(t) = 1−max
i
[p(i|t)] (2.3)
where c is the number of classes and 0 log2 0 = 0 in entropy calculations [30].
These measures are based on the degree of impurity of the child nodes. For
example, in a two class problem, if a node has all examples with the same class,
it has zero impurity. If a node has uniform class distribution among two classes, it
has the highest impurity. To determine the quality of a test condition, the degree of
impurity of the parent node (before splitting) is compared to the degree of the child
nodes (after splitting). A larger difference indicates a better test condition. The
gain, ∆, is a measure of this difference:
∆ = I(parent)−
k∑
j=1
N(vj)
N
I(vj) (2.4)
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“where I(·) is the impurity measure of a given node, N is the total number of
records at the parent node, k is the number of attribute values, and N(vj) is the
number of records associated with the child node, vj ” [30]. If the impurity measure
used above is entropy, then the gain is known as information gain, ∆info. A test
condition that results in many outcomes may result in unreliable predictions if the
number of records associated with each split is too small. One way of overcoming
this problem is to use a splitting criterion known as gain ratio:
Gain ratio = ∆infoSplit Info (2.5)
Split Info = −
k∑
i=1
P (vi) log2 P (vi) (2.6)
and k is the total number of splits [30]. An attribute that produces many splits
increases the split information, which reduces the gain ratio.
For the second issue of determining when to stop the splitting process, the pre-
viously discussed methods of continuing to expand a node until either all records
belong to the same class or all records have the same attribute values are both suf-
ficient to stop splitting. However, early termination methods such as pre-pruning
and post-pruning can be beneficial [30].
Breiman’s random forest (RF) algorithm [31] is an ensemble method specifically
designed for decision tree classifiers. One popular random forest method initially
uses bagging or bootstrap aggregating (see Chapter 2.2.1) to repeatedly sample
with replacement from a dataset using a uniform probability distribution [30]. Each
bag has the same size as the original dataset, with some examples appearing
more than once and some not at all in a given bag. About 63% of the original data-
set appears in each bag on average. Another method of injecting randomness into
each base decision tree, grown using each bag of training data, is to randomly se-
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lect only some of the features as tests at each node of the decision tree. There are
different ways of determining the number of features selected, but one commonly
used is log2 n + 1 given n features. RF predictions produce a single class vote
for the forest, while random forests weighted (RFW) predictions are based on the
percentage of trees that vote for a class. The motivation for using this ensemble
technique stems from the inherent speed benefit of analyzing only a few possible
attributes from which a test is selected at an internal tree node. The accuracy of
random forests was evaluated in [32] and shown to be comparable with or bet-
ter than other well-known ensemble generation techniques. It is more impervious
to noise and much faster than AdaBoost, a commonly used boosting ensemble
method [30].
2.4 Anomaly Detection
Anomaly detection, also known as outlier detection, deals with finding patterns
in data that are unusual, abnormal, unexpected, and/or interesting [33]. Anomalies
are important because they translate to significant information that can lead to
critical action in a wide variety of application domains, such as credit card fraud
detection, security intrusion detection, insurance, health care, fault detection, and
military surveillance [33]. Some of the challenges presented by anomaly detection
include imprecise boundaries between normal and anomalous behavior, malicious
actions that make anomalies appear normal, evolution of normal behavior, different
application domains, lack of labeled data, and noise. Researchers have applied
concepts from statistics, machine learning, data mining, information theory, and
spectral theory to form anomaly detection techniques [33].
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Accurate data labels that denote normal or anomalous behavior usually require
manual effort by a human expert and can be too expensive to acquire for many ap-
plications. In addition, labeling all possible types of anomalies that can arise in an
evolving domain can be difficult. Based on the type of data labels available, there
are three modes in which anomaly detection techniques can operate. They are
supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised anomaly detection modes [33].
In supervised mode, a training dataset with labeled instances for normal and
anomaly class is assumed. Typically, a predictive model is built for normal vs.
anomaly classes using the training data. Then the model is used to predict the
class of unseen data. Since the anomaly class is usually rare, the imbalanced
data distribution must be addressed.
In semi-supervised mode, it is assumed that the training data has labels only
for the normal class. A model is built for the normal class, and the model is used to
identify anomalies in the test dataset. In unsupervised mode, no labeled training
data is required. The only assumption made is that normal instances appear much
more frequently than anomaly instances in the test data [33]. If this assumption is
not valid, a high false alarm rate results.
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CHAPTER 3
DATASETS
In this chapter, the canister tear, casing simulation, and the modified KDD Cup
1999 datasets characteristics and train/test set organization are presented.
3.1 Canister Tear Simulation
In the canister tear simulation, also used in [37], a canister is dropped on a
strike plate as shown in Figure 1.1b. The canister appears at the top, over the
strike plate. The canister is made of one material for the sides and of a second
material for the top and bottom. Simulated welds join the top and bottom to the
sides. The collision of the canister with the strike plate causes compression faults
in the canister shell at the point of impact and rupture faults (tears) in the canister
shell farthest from impact. In our experiments, depending on the particular run,
we observed 11 to 31 time steps for the simulated event. The baseline run was
designated run 1. In runs 2 and 3, variables associated with the two canister
materials were given values different from the baseline values. In run 4, the shell
height of the middle region of the canister shell was increased from 1 to 2 and the
refined weld surface and thickness were each reduced from 2 to 1.
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Table 3.1: Physical and spatial characteristics for the canister tear simulation runs.
Tear Run 1 2 3 4
# of nodes per time step 140,293 140,293 140,293 81,465
# of time steps 11 11 11 31
Total # of nodes 1,543,223 1,543,223 1,543,223 2,525,415
% of salient nodes in training time step 0.79 4.94 3.25 2.28
% of salient nodes in remaining time steps 2.17 3.73 4.50 2.38
% of salient nodes in all time steps 2.05 3.84 4.38 2.30
There are 37 nodal variables for each run, including 26 that change.
3.1.1 Physical and Spatial Characteristics
In the four different instances of the canister tear simulation provided to us by
the Department of Energy, all in the EXODUS II format, nodes and finite elements
of the simulation model are embedded in a mesh framework [34]. Nine physical
variables are stored for each node within each of the time steps. They are the
displacement on the X, Y, and Z axes; velocity on the X, Y, and Z axes; and accel-
eration on the X, Y, and Z axes. In addition, 17 variables are stored for each finite
element of eight nodes. We converted to a purely nodal representation by aver-
aging all values of the corresponding elemental variables that contain the node.
We then used only nodal variables for learning. Table 3.1 shows the parameter
settings for each run. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the different ranges taken on by the
features available in each run.
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Table 3.2: Feature ranges for the canister tear data in runs 1 and 2.
Feature Run 1 Run 2
min max min max
DISPLX -262.1 374.4 -186.5 472.4
DISPLY -30.68 507.3 -30.52 338.8
DISPLZ -486.9 206.9 -416.4 215.6
VELX -144,943 262,027 -170,385 164,370
VELY -111,516 234,437 -129,884 212,983
VELZ -171,581 102,341 -214,932 122,208
ACCLX -5.74E+11 3.71E+11 -5.36E+11 6.65E+11
ACCLY -5.59E+11 3.49E+11 -6.67E+11 3.31E+11
ACCLZ -3.55E+11 6.54E+11 -3.80E+11 3.87E+11
ELEMDEATH 0 4 0 4
ELEMVAR7 0 324.8 0 288.4
ELEMVAR8 0 0.218 0 0.226
ELEMVAR9 0 47,968 0 22,256
ELEMVAR10 0 538.9 0 597.4
ELEMVAR11 0 9.18E+06 0 5.93E+06
ELEMVAR12 0 1.04 0 1.04
ELEMVAR18 0 1.56 0 1.63
ELEMVAR19 0 64,043 0 30,995
ELEMVAR20 -1640 1021 -2202 1165
PLASTICSTRAIN 0 1.56 0 1.63
SIGMAXX -1913 1021 -2202 1173
SIGMAXY -568.7 520.5 -625.4 593.8
SIGMAYY -2513 1222 -2871 1238
SIGMAYZ -566.1 515.8 -640.6 581.2
SIGMAZX -574.6 515.2 -660.7 620.9
SIGMAZZ -1819 1025 -2387 1300
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Table 3.3: Feature ranges for the canister tear data in runs 3 and 4.
Feature Run 3 Run 4
min max min max
DISPLX -223.3 231.2 -134.8 190.2
DISPLY -30.16 435.4 -30.66 235.3
DISPLZ -212.4 214.6 -182.3 142.9
VELX -122,159 133,943 -111,141 151,133
VELY -133,301 312,411 -161,039 227,234
VELZ -117,727 118,168 -96,732 119,858
ACCLX -5.67E+11 6.50E+11 -2.12E+11 2.99E+11
ACCLY -3.84E+11 1.88E+11 -2.50E+11 2.35E+11
ACCLZ -2.82E+11 1.80E+11 -1.51E+11 1.33E+11
ELEMDEATH 0 4 0 4
ELEMVAR7 0 326.0 0 324.8
ELEMVAR8 0 0.229 0 0.217
ELEMVAR9 0 26,819 0 24,105
ELEMVAR10 0 680.4 0 557.0
ELEMVAR11 0 7.05E+06 0 5.06E+06
ELEMVAR12 0 1.01 0 1.00
ELEMVAR18 0 2.19 0 1.20
ELEMVAR19 0 54,581 0 29,743
ELEMVAR20 -1929 1038 -1974 1025
PLASTICSTRAIN 0 2.19 0 1.21
SIGMAXX -1929 1051 -1974 1025
SIGMAXY -540.1 527.8 -541.0 521.4
SIGMAYY -2366 1084 -2327 976.7
SIGMAYZ -595.4 527.7 -564.5 518.8
SIGMAZX -585.9 532.5 -582.6 514.8
SIGMAZZ -2268 1134 -1734 1046
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3.1.2 Train and Test Sets
To create labeled data for every time step, those pieces of the canister that
have deformed so as to possibly indicate a tear in the canister wall were marked
as salient by manual editing of the data via a custom plug-in to the open source
visualization tool ParaView [35]. At the beginning of the simulation there are no
salient nodes within the mesh. As time progresses and the canister deforms, more
and more nodes were marked salient.
The marking of the salient nodes within the mesh can in principle be as precise
as desired, but more precision requires greater effort in manual marking. In actual
ASC work, the scientists use a tool that permits them to quickly mark coarsely
shaped regions, or to laboriously mark detailed regions. Since they invariably
choose the fast but coarse option, we have done the same, allowing noise in the
class labels by marking areas rather than individual nodes in the simulation mod-
els. Smoothing of the output to create regions may reduce the noise in predictions
created by imprecise labeling, as we shall see.
The data for the middle time step of each canister tear simulation run was
divided spatially according to the computer to which it is assigned and used for
training classifiers and/or ensembles. The partitioning divided the canister into 14
disjoint spatial partitions of roughly equal size, as shown in Figure 3.1. Table 3.4
shows the number of salient nodes in each canister tear partition of the training
time step. The training data in eight of the 14 training partitions of both runs 1 and
3 have no salient examples. The training data in seven of the 14 training partitions
of both runs 2 and 4 have no salient examples. In addition, two other partitions
of run 1 each contain only two salient examples. The high number of one-class
partitions was deliberately chosen to illustrate the advantages of scaled proba-
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Figure 3.1: A visualization of the 14 canister tear simulation partitions, with the tear
area (seen in later time steps) inside the white outline.
bilistic majority voting. In reality, the partitioning would be arbitrary and not user
selectable.
In each time step and in each partition, saliency was designated as described.
Every node not designated salient received the label “unknown”, rather than “not
salient”, to reflect the fact that, in general, the users will indicate only salient re-
gions. An ensemble of classifiers was trained on each of the 14 partitions of the
training time step. Testing was done either on all of the remaining time steps of the
same run, or on all time steps of each different run. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show a
view of the training time step and the final time step of all four canister tear runs.
The classifiers predicted each test example based on the attributes associated
with that example. The votes of each partition were combined using a scaled prob-
abilistic combination of the votes (to be reviewed in Chapter 4.1). We obtained
region-based results by spatially smoothing and thresholding the point-based pre-
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Table 3.4: Salient class statistics by partition for the canister tear simulation runs.
Partition # of training nodes # of salient training nodes
Run 1, 2, or 3 Run 4 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
0 5041 5041 0 0 0 0
1 6800 6800 0 0 0 0
2 6271 6271 0 0 0 0
3 7471 7388 0 0 0 0
4 12,980 7441 0 0 0 0
5 10,672 5720 0 0 0 0
6 12,257 6642 0 0 0 0
7 10,759 5972 2 64 0 32
8 11,651 5823 166 1076 226 183
9 12,653 6560 471 1679 1415 337
10 10,938 6371 2 622 1095 389
11 8258 4406 0 1226 685 289
12 8693 3780 37 1192 537 368
13 15,849 3250 433 1071 599 262
all 140,293 81,465 1111 6930 4557 1860
dictions. Smoothing occurs by averaging saliency values of nodes within a spec-
ified distance and subsequently binarizing the saliency using the Otsu automatic
thresholding algorithm [36]. We focus on the accuracy of region detection, not
node detection, because it is regions that are presented to the user, and assessed
for their utility.
3.2 Casing Simulation
In this dataset, also used in [10, 37, 38], a casing was dropped on the ground
as shown in Figure 1.1a. The casing is composed of four main sections: the nose
cone, the body tube, the coupler, and the tail. The coupler connects the body tube
and tail through a series of ten bolts. The ground has also been modeled. The
casing was dropped from a short height and landed on the tail at an angle. This
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Figure 3.2: Training time step in the canister tear simulation run 1, run 2, run 3,
and run 4 (left to right). Ground truth salient regions are red (in color) or darker
(in grayscale) than unknown regions. The tear area view in Figure 3.1 has been
rotated 90 ◦cw.
Figure 3.3: Final time step in the canister tear simulation run 1, run 2, run 3,
and run 4 (left to right). Ground truth salient regions are red (in color) or darker
(in grayscale) than unknown regions. The tear area view in Figure 3.1 has been
rotated 90 ◦cw.
simulation recorded the stresses across the entire device as might be found were
it to be accidentally dropped during transport, storage, etc.
3.2.1 Physical and Spatial Characteristics
The goal using this dataset is to discover which nodes in the simulation belong
to bolts. When dropped at an angle on the tail, one group of bolts experiences a
tensile force, while the other group of bolts experiences a compressive force. Each
was also subject to sheer forces. These forces were expressed in many other
sections of the casing as well. The physical characteristics of the individual nodes
modeling the bolts are not substantially different from those modeling the rest of
the casing. In other words, there is no underlying feature of “boltness” which would
make this an easy problem without using additional block node identification or
location geometry. This additional information was only used for the initial labeling
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Table 3.5: Physical and spatial characteristics for the casing simulation.
# nodal variables 21
# time steps 21
# non-bolt nodes per time step 69,073
# bolt nodes per time step 5680
Total # nodes per time step 74,753
Total # non-bolt nodes 1,450,533
Total # bolt nodes 119,280
Total # nodes 1,569,813
Total % of bolt nodes 7.6%
of bolt nodes as salient, and not as one of the features for improving test accuracy,
as discussed later in this Chapter 3.2.1.
The physical and spatial characteristics are provided in Table 3.5. dataset at-
tributes include the motion variables of displacement, velocity, and acceleration as
well as several interaction variables such as contact force, total internal force, total
external force, and reaction force. The different ranges for each of these attributes
are shown in Table 3.6. A time step showing the ground truth data is shown in
Figure 1.1. The bolts are the smaller red (in color) or darker (in grayscale) regions
and represent the salient nodes in this simulation.
There are several important differences between this dataset and the canister
tear dataset. There is not a large change in the structure of the casing data as the
simulation runs through time. The change in the structure occurs mostly at the end
of the simulation after some amount of shear has taken place. Since the structural
changes are more subtle, the deformation of the casing simulation turns out to be
more difficult than the canister simulation to accurately predict. Instead, for this
dataset it is considered sufficient merely to identify the bolts.
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Table 3.6: Feature ranges for the casing simulation.
Feature Minimum Maximum
DISPLX -2.62 5.00
DISPLY -0.24 0.23
DISPLZ -10.34 0.55
VELX -4306 7437
VELY -2108 5943
VELZ -11,518 3922
ACCELX -1.30E+09 8.79E+09
ACCELY -1.47E+09 1.46E+09
ACCELZ -2.23E+09 3.29E+09
F-CONTACT-X -463.9 392.4
F-CONTACT-Y -469.1 478.6
F-CONTACT-Z -4917 2354
F-EXT-X -1550 877.2
F-EXT-Y -354.1 345.8
F-EXT-Z -2561 2329
F-INT-X -1550 877.0
F-INT-Y -470.0 473.1
F-INT-Z -4920 2354
REACT-X -558.3 596.4
REACT-Y -354.1 345.8
REACT-Z -165.4 2328
Figure 3.4 shows the partitioning of the actual simulation. The properties of the
partitioning for the casing dataset are shown in Table 3.7. The partitioning was
performed lengthwise in 12 pieces across the cylindrical body so as to distribute
the bolts across computers. We purposefully partitioned the data so that four of
the partitions do not contain any node from a bolt. This created four one-class
classifiers, which were processed accordingly by the voting algorithm during clas-
sification. Two of the remaining partitions each contain a complete bolt and parts
of two other bolts. The six remaining partitions each contain only a part of each of
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Figure 3.4: A visualization of the 12 casing simulation partitions. Four of the eight
bolts that are each contained in more than one partition are visible.
two bolts. The ground section was also partitioned and used for training in case its
data became relevant in later time steps.
3.2.2 Train and Test Sets
During the simulation, nodes belonging to all of the bolts were specifically des-
ignated as their own substructure or block within the simulation. Therefore, labeling
of those points was a matter of setting all those nodes as salient, and hence the
training and test sets are labeled perfectly. This block node identification was de-
liberately not used as one of the features for improving test accuracy in order to
establish a legitimate machine learning challenge for our methods. Recall that in
the canister tear simulation the ground truth was subject to the inaccuracies inher-
ent in the tools available to designate saliency.
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Table 3.7: Partitioning characteristics for the casing simulation.
Partition # of # of salient % of salient
training nodes training nodes training nodes
0 53,529 6818 12.74
1 59,654 5110 8.57
2 37,625 0 0.00
3 29,617 980 3.31
4 40,467 6972 17.23
5 29,183 0 0.00
6 43,106 0 0.00
7 29,155 3374 11.57
8 30,254 4578 15.13
9 54,488 0 0.00
10 49,728 3374 6.78
11 66,465 8554 12.87
all 523,271 39,760 7.60
Data from time steps zero to six were combined for each of the 12 partitions
to form 12 sets of training data. The test set consisted of all of the data in the
remaining time steps, 7 to 20. A classifier or an ensemble of classifiers was trained
on the training data of each of the 12 partitions. Testing was performed using a
scaled probabilistic combination of those 12 votes (to be reviewed in Chapter 4.1).
The classifiers predicted each test example based on the attributes associated
with that example. We obtained region-based results by spatially smoothing and
thresholding the point-based predictions.
3.3 Modified KDD Cup 1999
In order to compare our ensemble based anomaly detection approaches to
other approaches on the same dataset, we selected the same modified KDD Cup
1999 data subset used in [39,40]. The unmodified dataset “includes a wide variety
of intrusions simulated in a military network environment” [41]. The full dataset,
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Table 3.8: Modified KDD Cup 1999 dataset characteristics.
Modifications made Size Number of features number of outliers % of outliers
continuous discrete
U2R vs. normal 60,839 32 9 246 0.40%
a 10% subset of the dataset, a full test dataset, and three different 10% subsets
of the full test dataset are available from the UCI KDD Archive [41]. The KDD
Cup 1999 10% test dataset with corrected labels is the one modified and used
in [39, 40]. This dataset with 311,029 data records and five classes was modified
to include only the normal class and the U2R intrusion attack class, which was
considered the outlier or anomaly class. The modified dataset has 60,593 normal
and 246 intrusion (outlier) data records. Table 3.8 shows the modified dataset
characteristics.
The modified KDD Cup 1999 10% corrected test dataset, to be referred to as
the modified KDD Cup 1999 dataset, was randomly split into two groups a total of
30 times, with each group used as a train/test set as in [39,40]. In order to investi-
gate ensemble approaches to outlier detection for this dataset, and to compare the
results to those in [39, 40], each group was partitioned into a number of stratified
partitions (each partition had about the same number of positive instances and
each had about the same number of negative instances) for testing on the other
group of the random data split. Each group was also partitioned into a number
of random (non-stratified) partitions for another set of experiments to test just the
data in that group for each random data split.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION ENSEMBLE EXPERIMENTS
This chapter includes experiments, evaluation metrics, and results for the can-
ister tear and casing simulations.
First the process of predicting and ordering salient regions is discussed. Then
the details of the experiments, evaluation metrics used, and the results of the ex-
periments are presented.
4.1 Predicting and Ordering Salient Regions
Initially, a classifier or ensemble of classifiers was constructed using the la-
beled, spatially disjoint, training data local to each partition. Each of these classi-
fiers or ensembles was then transferred to a test partition from either the same or
similar simulations. Once there, each classifier or ensemble of classifiers was used
to predict the class of each instance of test data local to that computer. Due to pos-
sible class imbalances, a scaled probabilistic majority vote of all class predictions
was used to determine the consensus class of each instance of test data. Be-
cause spatial regional predictions in simulations are the ultimate goal, connected-
component regions of the predicted data were constructed, smoothed, and thresh-
olded for better accuracy. For evaluation purposes, these predicted regions were
compared to the labeled ground truth test regions, using different overlap thresh-
olds to determine the quality of each result.
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First, to establish a baseline for each partition we used a single default pruned
C4.5 release 8, decision tree (DT) with a certainty factor of 25, trained on all the
data at that partition. Then we used Breiman’s random forest (RF) algorithm [31],
with 250 unpruned trees per partition with both unweighted (RF) and weighted
(RFW) predictions. Breiman used random forests with 100 trees [31], while a later
study used 1000 trees [32]. We chose 250 to achieve more accurate results than
the established number of 100 without incurring the additional computational costs
of 1000 trees, which might not necessarily prove beneficial in our experiments. The
accuracy of random forests was evaluated in [32] and shown to be comparable with
or better than other well-known ensemble generation techniques. The number of
random features chosen at each decision tree node was log2 n+1 given n features.
The values for the same set of features for each individual node is presented to
each DT or RF, but RF randomly selects only some of the features for use internally.
RF predictions produce a single class vote for the forest, while RFW predictions are
based on the percentage of trees that vote for a class. The motivation for using this
ensemble technique stems from the inherent speed benefit of analyzing only a few
possible attributes from which a test is selected at an internal tree node.
Classification of a test point within the simulation involves prediction by each
partition’s ensemble of decision trees. Because our algorithms need to work when
only a few computers have salient examples, a simple majority vote algorithm may
fail to classify any points as salient. In a large-scale simulation it is likely that
there will be nodes which have no salient examples in training. If many individual
classifiers are unable to predict a node as salient because there are no salient
examples in the individual training sets, then it may be impossible for a majority vote
to predict a node as salient. Therefore we must consider the prior probability that
any given node contained salient examples during training and therefore is capable
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of producing a classifier that can predict an example as salient. A breakdown of
this algorithm as presented in [42] is as follows:
p(w1|x) = % of ensembles voting for class w1 for example x (4.1)
P (w1) = % of ensembles capable of predicting class w1 (4.2)
Classify as w1 if :
p(w1|x)
P (w1)
>
p(w2|x)
P (w2)
(4.3)
Classify as w2 if :
p(w1|x)
P (w1)
<
p(w2|x)
P (w2)
(4.4)
Thus, a probabilistic majority vote can be applied for a two-class problem. For
instance, suppose there are five training partitions, including two partitions with
both unknown (w1 class) and salient (w2 class) examples and three partitions with
only unknown (w1 class) examples. Therefore p(w1) = 5 and p(w2) = 2 . If the first
two partitions each vote salient for example x , and since the final three partitions
can only vote unknown for example x, the overall vote would be salient since 3
5
< 2
2
.
This algorithm does not differentiate between ensembles trained on data with a
very different number of examples by class. In order to further improve accuracy,
we modified the input to the above algorithm by first multiplying each partition’s
ensemble vote for each class by the percentage of examples of that class in the
corresponding partition, compared to the number of examples of that class in all
partitions. After this additional step, the modified class votes were totaled, and
the above algorithm applied. We call this implementation a scaled probabilistic
majority vote (spmv).
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An n-class problem’s class votes would be similarly modified, and the algorithm
below would then be applied [42]:
Classify as wn : argmaxn
(
p(wn|x)
P (wn)
)
(4.5)
In the case of a tie vote, the unknown class was predicted, since a definite
salient vote has not been determined. We are interested in directing people to
salient regions so, presumably, missing a few salient points that are tied in a vote
will not be important for region recognition.
Casing simulation ground truth salient regions (bolts) are constant in size, while
salient regions in the canister tear simulations generally grow larger with each time
step. Different methods were explored in an attempt to order true salient regions
before false positive regions. Predicted regions were ordered by their size in num-
ber of nodes, with largest regions first. This method assumes that very small pre-
dicted regions are less likely to meet overlap threshold requirements for true pos-
itives. Another method ordered the predicted regions closest to the mean size of
all predicted regions first. This technique assumes false positive regions are more
likely to be very small or very large. Regions were also ordered by the mean of the
salient margins of the scaled probabilistic majority votes by ensembles for nodes in
each region before smoothing. In this case, salient margin is computed by salient
votes minus unknown votes. Regions with higher means are ordered first since
the ensemble voting shows more confidence in a salient classification. In addition,
using domain knowledge predicted regions for casing experiments were ordered
by how closely their number of nodes compared to the number of nodes (568) in
each ground truth bolt. The goal is to point the user to actual ground truth regions
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first, and false positive regions last, in those cases where perfect accuracy cannot
be obtained.
4.2 Experiments
For the casing experiments, training was performed on the data contained in
each of the 12 partitions of time steps 0 to 6 to create both a single pruned deci-
sion tree and a 250-tree random forest ensemble for each partition. We chose 250
trees as discussed in Chapter 4.1. The decision tree classifier or the random forest
ensemble of each training partition returned a single prediction (or a weighted pre-
diction in the case of random forests weighted) for each test example in test time
steps 7 to 20. The 12 predictions from those classifiers or ensembles were com-
bined into a single prediction for each test example using the scaled probabilistic
majority vote (see Chapter 4.1).
For each of the canister tear simulation experiments, training was performed
on the data contained in each of the 14 partitions of the training time step of a
single run. For each of runs 1, 2, and 3, this time step was 5 of 0 to 11, and for
run 4, this time step was 15 of 0 to 31. The data in the training time set is a small
fraction of the total data in all time steps, which reflects the typical situation where
labeled data for training is rare. Both a single pruned decision tree and a 250-tree
random forest ensemble were created for each partition of the training data in a
run. We chose 250 trees as discussed in Chapter 4.1. The decision tree classifier
or the random forest ensemble of each partition returned a single prediction (or a
weighted prediction in the case of random forests weighted) for each test example
of either the remaining time steps of the same run, or of all time steps of a different
run. The 14 predictions from those classifiers or ensembles were combined into a
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single prediction for each test example using the scaled probabilistic majority vote
(see Chapter 4.1).
The salient regions of the data for training were marked using the region-based
tools of the ParaView application [35]. The ensembles of classifiers used to clas-
sify the test data often produced smaller salient clusters of nodes or even indi-
vidual isolated salient nodes, which did not correspond well to the larger marked,
ground truth regions. In order to improve the regional accuracy of these ensembles,
we employed some of the regional tools in the Feature Characterization Library
(FCLib-1.2.0) toolkit [43] to process the ensemble prediction data. The numeric
class label (0.5 for unknown, 1.0 for salient) of all nodes within a physical radius
of three units of each node (found by testing on the training data) was averaged
in a smoothing operation. We expected that smoothing at three units would erase
smaller dimension regions without degrading larger regions.
After smoothing, nodes had numeric class labels in the range from [0.5,1].
These values were binarized using the Otsu automatic thresholding algorithm [36].
Predicted regions were created from connected components of salient nodes af-
ter smoothing. Smoothing tended to remove the smaller salient regions and the
isolated salient nodes. All pairs of salient regions separated by no more than the
maximum edge distance between nodes for the casing simulation, or by no more
than an edge distance of two units between nodes for the canister tear simulation
runs, were assigned the same region label. For reference, the longest dimension
of the casing and canister tear simulations in the initial time step are 301.4 units
and 176.1 units respectively. Two units were chosen for the tear simulation instead
of the default maximum edge distance because one block of the tear simulation not
involved in the tearing had much larger edge distance up to 29.74 units. This would
have resulted in assigning the same region label to widely separated labels. An-
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other tool was used to generate overlap matrices of connected component ground
truth and predicted regions. Predicted salient regions were finally ordered by the
various size and voting confidence methods as described in the previous chapter.
4.3 Evaluation Metrics
Our previous approach [8] did not consider the actual node intersection per-
centage between ground truth and predicted salient regions. We extended that
approach [9, 10, 37] by establishing thresholds for the overlap percentage of the
nodes in a ground truth salient region and a predicted salient region for the predic-
tion to be counted as a true positive. The overlap required for a true positive at a
given threshold was applied separately to both the ground truth region and to the
predicted region. If no predicted salient regions sufficiently overlapped a ground
truth salient region, a false negative was registered for the failure to adequately
predict the ground truth region.
A false positive was recorded for each predicted region that did not sufficiently
overlap any ground truth region. This may have resulted in more total predicted re-
gions than actual regions. It is possible that more than one predicted salient region
satisfied a given overlap threshold for intersection with a labeled salient region. We
counted this as a single discovery of the ground truth region (true positive or TP),
with the remaining prediction(s) counted as false positive(s). For the purposes of
people searching for interesting events, this appears sensible because they would
be directed to the region. If one predicted region sufficiently overlapped more than
one labeled salient region, the only true positive counted was the one with the most
overlap with the predicted region.
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Recall, precision, and the traditional F-measure, which weights false positives
(FP) and false negatives (FN) equally, provide measures of regional accuracy, as
shown below [44].
recall = TP
TP + FN
(4.6)
precision = TP
TP + FP
(4.7)
F-measure = 2 · TP
2 · TP + FP + FN (4.8)
For many users, a small overlap threshold is an appropriate regional metric, since
coarsely pointing those users to suspicious regions for further investigation is the
main goal. From a machine learning viewpoint, a smaller overlap does not address
the case where a very large region is always predicted salient. As long as this re-
gion minimally overlaps a given ground truth region, a true positive is counted. By
increasing the overlap requirement to 10%, or even 50% for example, a more pre-
cise match is obtained. The stricter requirements also provide useful discrimination
between classifier methods that would not be possible with a minimal overlap re-
quirement.
While the F-measure indicates how well salient regions are found, it does not
measure the quality of ordering predicted salient regions so that correct predictions
are selected before false predictions. Lift is a measure often used in database
marketing for this purpose and is defined as the percent of all targets (hits) in the
first p% of the marketing list sorted by decreasing score of the model, divided
by p. The authors of [28, 29] previously addressed the measurement of lift quality
in database marketing. The authors of [28] introduced a lift index that used a
weighted sum of the items in the lift table. That index converged to the ratio of the
area under the cumulative lift curve. The L-quality measure described in [29] is
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similar to the lift index, and ranges from -1 (worst case), to 0 (random case), to 1
(optimal case). We apply the same basic formula for calculating L-quality as shown
below.
L-quality(M) = SumCPH(M) − SumCPH(R)SumCPH(B)− SumCPH(R) (4.9)
The term CPH denotes Cumulative Percent Hits, which is defined as lift mul-
tiplied by p% as explained above. The term SumCPH(M) is defined as the area
under the CPH curve for the model M. The terms SumCPH(R) and SumCPH(B)
are defined as the area under the CPH curve for the random model and for the
optimal model respectively. The optimal case occurs when all targets are grouped
at the beginning of the list. In our application, we sort a list of predicted regions in-
stead of a list of potential customers. Instead of counting cumulative targets or hits,
we count the number of cumulative ground truth salient regions that meet given
overlap threshold requirements with a unique predicted region. While database
applications involve numbers of potential customers large enough for practical ex-
pression as percentages on cumulative lift charts, the number of predicted regions
is small enough to show on our charts as actual numbers.
Two cases that usually do not occur in database marketing applications would
result in undefined L-qualities. First, every predicted region may meet the given
overlap threshold and qualify as a true positive. In this case, all possible orders of
the predicted regions have equal quality. Second, no ground truth region may be
correctly predicted if the overlap threshold requirement is sufficiently high. Since all
orderings are equivalent in these cases we cannot evaluate the L-quality. Hence,
it will be undefined.
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4.4 Casing Simulation Regional Results
Table 4.1 shows the regional results for the casing experiments evaluated with
10% and 50% overlap thresholds. These experiments used 12 partitions of training
data, each from the first seven time steps. As discussed in Chapter 4.1, predicted
regions were ordered by the ratio of region size to ground truth bolt size (GT ra-
tio), by the ratio of region size to mean region size (size ratio), by region size from
highest to lowest (size), and by the mean of the salient margins of the scaled prob-
abilistic majority votes by ensembles for nodes in each region before smoothing
(smm). Each method resulted in high L-qualities, which indicates that the ordering
greatly improves the user experience compared to random ordering, by pointing to
the most salient regions first, and causing most false positives to lie near the end
of the list. Regions were also ordered naturally, by timestep (ts), from low to high,
then by region number within each timestep from low to high. The corresponding
natural L-qualities are lower, but still above zero, which a random ordering would
produce. Figure 4.1 shows the cumulative lift curve for the model trained using 250
random forests unweighted trees for each of the 12 training partitions of data, us-
ing a 10% overlap threshold. Predicted regions were ordered by how closely their
number of nodes compared to the number of nodes (568) in each ground truth bolt.
For reference, the ideal, random, natural (ordered by timestep), and worst case lift
curves are also shown.
Figure 4.2 shows the cumulative lift curves for a single decision tree (DT), for
250 RF unweighted trees, and for 250 RFW trees for each of the 12 training par-
titions of data, using an overlap threshold of 10%. The vertical height of the right-
most point of each curve shows the total number of ground truth salient regions for
which predicted regions meet the 10% overlap threshold requirement. Of the 140
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Table 4.1: Casing regional results evaluated with 10% and 50% overlap thresholds.
(Bold indicates the highest values.)
Class OT % GT Preds TP FN FP Rec. Prec. F-m L-qualities
GT size size smm ts
ratio ratio
DT 10 140 319 123 17 196 0.88 0.39 0.54 0.97 0.98 0.86 0.90 0.26
RF 10 140 251 124 16 127 0.89 0.49 0.63 0.98 0.97 0.93 0.87 0.33
RFW 10 140 257 115 25 142 0.82 0.45 0.58 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.37
mean: 0.86 0.44 0.58 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.90 0.32
sd: 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06
DT 50 140 319 104 36 215 0.74 0.33 0.45 1.00 0.81 0.91 0.89 0.37
RF 50 140 251 109 31 142 0.78 0.43 0.56 0.99 0.79 0.95 0.89 0.43
RFW 50 140 257 100 40 157 0.71 0.39 0.50 0.99 0.76 0.97 0.91 0.48
mean: 0.74 0.38 0.50 0.99 0.79 0.94 0.90 0.43
sd: 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.06
Class: classifier; OT: overlap threshold; GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions; TP: true positives;
FN: false negatives; FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure;
sm: salient margin mean; ts: timestep.
actual ground truth regions, RFW correctly predicted 115, DT 123, and RF 124.
The vertical distance of the rightmost point below the top of the chart indicates the
number of false negative regions. The horizontal location of the rightmost point of
each curve shows the total number of predicted regions, including true and false
positives. RF has 251, RFW has 257, and DT has 319 predicted regions. The
high L-qualities for all three classifier/ensemble methods indicates false positives
are mostly added at the end, after the user has seen almost all correctly identi-
fied salient regions. Figure 4.3 shows the RF cumulative lift curves, evaluated with
10%, 50%, and 80% overlap thresholds. As expected, a higher overlap threshold
requirement results in a lower final height of the curve (less true positive regions).
Predicted regions in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 were ordered by how closely their number
of nodes compared to the number of nodes (568) in each ground truth bolt.
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Figure 4.1: A visualization of the casing cumulative lift curve for the model trained
using random forests unweighted ensembles and evaluated with 10% overlap
threshold. The ideal, natural, random, and worst case lift curves are also shown.
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Figure 4.2: A visualization of the casing cumulative lift curves for the models trained
using single decision tree, and random forests unweighted and weighted ensem-
bles, evaluated with 10% overlap thresholds.
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Figure 4.3: A visualization of the casing cumulative lift curves for the model trained
using random forests unweighted ensembles, evaluated with 10%, 50%, and 80%
overlap thresholds.
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Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show different casing simulation surface views of time steps
7 to 20 with predicted salient (bolt) regions for the RF model trained on time steps
0 to 6 partitioned data. The ground (bottom slab in Figure 1.1a) does not contain
any predicted regions and thus has been hidden in these figures for better viewing
of the remaining blocks. There are ten bolts, which exist for each time step. The
leftmost and rightmost bolts in each subfigure appear in both figures, but the other
four bolts in each subfigure are unique to the figure. True and false positive counts
for each time step were computed using a 10% overlap threshold. The number of
true positive regions decreases in the final four time steps and the number of false
positive regions increases in the final seven time steps. These final time steps
when forces peak are the farthest in time from the training time steps (0 to 6) and
are more difficult to predict correctly. Some of the largest predicted regions appear
in these time steps. Large predicted regions overlap with two or three bolts in time
steps 19 and 20 of Figure 4.5. The evaluation metrics discussed in Chapter 4.3
only permit a single true positive to be counted for each of these regions. Most of
the false positive regions are ordered after the true positive regions, as shown in
the cumulative lift curves in Figure 4.3.
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(a) Time step 7:
10 TP, 1 FP.
(b) Time step 8:
10 TP, 0 FP.
(c) Time step 9:
10 TP, 1 FP.
(d) Time step 10:
10 TP, 10 FP.
(e) Time step 11:
10 TP, 6 FP.
(f) Time step 12:
9 TP, 9 FP.
(g) Time step 13:
8 TP, 5 FP.
(h) Time step 14:
10 TP, 11 FP.
(i) Time step 15:
10 TP, 15 FP.
(j) Time step 16:
10 TP, 19 FP.
(k) Time step 17:
7 TP, 12 FP.
(l) Time step 18:
7 TP, 13 FP.
(m) Time step 19:
7 TP, 13 FP.
(n) Time step 20:
6 TP, 11 FP.
Figure 4.4: Casing simulation surface view of time steps 7 to 20 with predicted
salient (bolt) regions for the RF model trained on time steps 0 to 6 partitioned data.
Predicted bolt regions are red (in color) or darker (in grayscale) regions. TP (true
positives) and FP (false positives) were computed using a 10% overlap threshold.
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(a) Time step 7:
10 TP, 1 FP.
(b) Time step 8:
10 TP, 0 FP.
(c) Time step 9:
10 TP, 1 FP.
(d) Time step 10:
10 TP, 10 FP.
(e) Time step 11:
10 TP, 6 FP.
(f) Time step 12:
9 TP, 9 FP.
(g) Time step 13:
8 TP, 5 FP.
(h) Time step 14:
10 TP, 11 FP.
(i) Time step 15:
10 TP, 15 FP.
(j) Time step 16:
10 TP, 19 FP.
(k) Time step 17:
7 TP, 12 FP.
(l) Time step 18:
7 TP, 13 FP.
(m) Time step 19:
7 TP, 13 FP.
(n) Time step 20:
6 TP, 11 FP.
Figure 4.5: Casing simulation alternate surface view of time steps 7 to 20 with pre-
dicted salient (bolt) regions for the RF model trained on time steps 0 to 6 partitioned
data. Predicted bolt regions are red (in color) or darker (in grayscale) regions. TP
(true positives) and FP (false positives) were computed using a 10% overlap thres-
hold.
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4.5 Canister Tear Simulation Regional Results
Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show the canister tear regional results with 10% over-
lap thresholds using DT, RF, and RFW respectively. The training data from each
run was from 14 partitions of a single time step. Most of the lower F-measures
involve run 1 (baseline) as either the test run or the training run time step. Run
1 has the fewest salient nodes of any run, and is the only run that has more than
one salient region in a single time step (seven time steps each have two smaller
salient regions, including the training time step). Only 3 of the 14 partitions of run
1 have at least 50 salient nodes. As discussed in Chapter 4.1, predicted regions
were ordered by region size from highest to lowest, by the ratio of region size to
mean region size, and by the mean of the salient margins of the scaled proba-
bilistic majority votes by ensembles for nodes in each region before smoothing.
Regions were also ordered naturally, by timestep (ts), from low to high, then by
region number within each timestep from low to high. While some of each table’s
entries show an L-quality of 1.00, the most notable of these is the 89 false positive
regions in Table 4.2, all after the 29 true positives have been presented. A high
L-quality is more significant when there are more false positives along with many
true positives.
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Table 4.2: Canister tear DT regional results evaluated with 10% overlap threshold.
Train Test GT Preds TP FN FP Rec. Prec. F-m L-qualities
run run size size smm ts
ratio
1 1 15 53 8 7 45 0.53 0.15 0.24 0.96 0.57 0.86 -0.01
2 1 17 30 4 13 26 0.24 0.13 0.17 0.71 0.71 0.67 -0.23
3 1 17 36 4 13 32 0.24 0.11 0.15 0.92 0.53 0.53 -0.86
4 1 17 17 5 12 12 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.83 0.17 0.53 -0.27
1 2 10 66 10 0 56 1.00 0.15 0.26 0.94 0.56 0.88 0.06
2 2 9 19 9 0 10 1.00 0.47 0.64 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.51
3 2 10 61 9 1 52 0.90 0.15 0.25 0.97 0.74 0.94 -0.65
4 2 10 18 10 0 8 1.00 0.56 0.71 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.45
1 3 10 75 10 0 65 1.00 0.13 0.24 0.87 0.74 0.86 0.22
2 3 10 20 10 0 10 1.00 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.60 0.80 0.60
3 3 9 45 9 0 36 1.00 0.20 0.33 1.00 0.83 0.96 -0.13
4 3 10 24 10 0 14 1.00 0.42 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.41
1 4 29 194 25 4 169 0.86 0.13 0.22 0.91 0.20 0.87 0.00
2 4 29 67 29 0 38 1.00 0.43 0.60 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.34
3 4 29 117 28 1 89 0.97 0.24 0.38 1.00 0.81 0.95 -0.39
4 4 28 57 28 0 29 1.00 0.49 0.66 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.39
mean: 0.81 0.29 0.40 0.94 0.71 0.86 0.03
sd: 0.30 0.16 0.20 0.08 0.26 0.15 0.43
GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions; TP: true positives; FN: false negatives;
FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; smm: salient margin mean;
ts: timestep.
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Table 4.3: Canister tear RF unweighted regional results evaluated with 10% over-
lap threshold.
Train Test GT Preds TP FN FP Rec. Prec. F-m L-qualities
run run size size smm ts
ratio
1 1 15 18 14 1 4 0.93 0.78 0.85 0.14 0.93 0.96 -0.04
2 1 17 12 7 10 5 0.41 0.58 0.48 0.20 -0.20 -0.14 -0.20
3 1 17 17 5 12 12 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.63 0.40 0.37 0.20
4 1 17 10 7 10 3 0.41 0.70 0.52 0.14 -1.00 -0.52 -0.14
1 2 10 21 10 0 11 1.00 0.48 0.65 0.36 0.47 0.53 0.38
2 2 9 13 9 0 4 1.00 0.69 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.61
3 2 10 12 10 0 2 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60
4 2 10 12 10 0 2 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 -0.10
1 3 10 20 7 3 13 0.70 0.35 0.47 0.58 0.69 0.56 0.52
2 3 10 13 10 0 3 1.00 0.77 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60
3 3 9 9 9 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 ND ND ND ND
4 3 10 16 10 0 6 1.00 0.62 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.40
1 4 29 67 26 3 41 0.90 0.39 0.54 0.41 0.25 0.24 0.22
2 4 29 60 29 0 31 1.00 0.48 0.65 0.68 0.54 0.80 0.39
3 4 29 51 29 0 22 1.00 0.57 0.73 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.44
4 4 28 33 28 0 5 1.00 0.85 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01
mean: 0.85 0.64 0.71 0.68 0.61 0.63 0.26
sd: 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.35 0.57 0.47 0.29
GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions; TP: true positives; FN: false negatives;
FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; smm: salient margin mean;
ts: timestep; ND: not defined.
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Table 4.4: Canister tear RFW regional results evaluated with 10% overlap thres-
hold.
Train Test GT Preds TP FN FP Rec. Prec. F-m L-qualities
run run size size smm ts
ratio
1 1 15 18 15 0 3 1.00 0.83 0.91 0.51 0.96 0.91 0.64
2 1 17 10 5 12 5 0.29 0.50 0.37 0.60 -0.60 -0.92 -0.60
3 1 17 17 5 12 12 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.63 0.40 0.30 0.17
4 1 17 11 6 11 5 0.35 0.55 0.43 0.47 -0.60 -0.33 -0.27
1 2 10 18 10 0 8 1.00 0.56 0.71 0.18 0.40 0.18 0.30
2 2 9 10 9 0 1 1.00 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33
3 2 10 11 10 0 1 1.00 0.91 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.40
4 2 10 11 10 0 1 1.00 0.91 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.20
1 3 10 19 9 1 10 0.90 0.47 0.62 0.40 -0.09 0.53 0.29
2 3 10 15 10 0 5 1.00 0.67 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.56
3 3 9 9 9 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 ND ND ND ND
4 3 10 16 10 0 6 1.00 0.62 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.30
1 4 29 61 24 5 37 0.83 0.39 0.53 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.11
2 4 29 31 29 0 2 1.00 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.45 -0.17
3 4 29 47 29 0 18 1.00 0.62 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54
4 4 28 30 28 0 2 1.00 0.93 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.89 -0.11
mean: 0.85 0.69 0.75 0.74 0.58 0.55 0.18
sd: 0.27 0.22 0.23 0.31 0.60 0.58 0.34
GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions; TP: true positives; FN: false negatives;
FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; smm: salient margin mean;
ts: timestep; ND: not defined.
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An illustration of the canister tear run 1 cumulative lift curves for the model
trained using 250 random forests weighted trees for each of the 14 training parti-
tions of data appears in Figure 4.6. Predicted regions were ordered by their size
(number of nodes) from large to small. Similarly, the cumulative lift curves for the
canister tear runs 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. As dis-
cussed above, most of the lower F-measures involve run 1 (baseline), and can be
distinguished by a lower and/or farther right final point on the lift curve. Those lift
curves with higher L-qualities have more diagonally upward steps (true positives)
for the initial predictions and more horizontal steps (false positives) for the final
predictions.
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Figure 4.6: A visualization of the canister tear cumulative lift curves for the mod-
els trained using RFW ensembles and evaluated with 10% overlap threshold on
canister tear run 1. In each case the time step (ts) of the training run (train) is
specified.
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Figure 4.7: A visualization of the canister tear cumulative lift curves for the mod-
els trained using RFW ensembles and evaluated with 10% overlap threshold on
canister tear run 2. In each case the time step (ts) of the training run (train) is
specified.
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Figure 4.8: A visualization of the canister tear cumulative lift curves for the mod-
els trained using RFW ensembles and evaluated with 10% overlap threshold on
canister tear run 3. In each case the time step (ts) of the training run (train) is
specified.
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Figure 4.9: A visualization of the canister tear cumulative lift curves for the mod-
els trained using RFW ensembles and evaluated with 10% overlap threshold on
canister tear run 4. In each case the time step (ts) of the training run (train) is
specified.
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Figures 4.10 to 4.18 show canister tear run four ground truth salient regions
and predicted salient regions for the model trained on run 2, time step 5 partitioned
data using RFW ensembles and an overlap threshold of 10%. The wire frame view
shows the edges that connect salient nodes. All nodes with unknown salience have
been removed from these figures for better viewing. Since all regions are shown
to the same scale, it is evident that as time steps increase from one to 30, both
ground truth salient and predicted salient regions increase in size. Table 4.4 and
Figure 4.9 show that of the 31 predicted salient regions, 29 are true positives and
two are false positives. Time step one has a false positive because a salient region
was predicted and there is no ground truth salient region. Time step 26 also has
a false positive which is too small to see in the figure. Note that although ground
truth salient regions and/or predicted salient regions may sometimes appear to be
separate in a given time step, these regions met the maximum edge distance of
two units separating them, and thus were labeled as belonging to the same region,
as discussed in 4.2. When predicted regions were ordered by size or size ratio,
the L-qualities were 1.0 for each method, which signifies that the two false positive
regions were ordered last, after all 29 true positive regions.
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(a) Time step 1. Since there are no ground truth salient regions on the left, the predicted salient
region on the right is a false positive, with 214 nodes.
(b) Time step 2. Ground truth (left) has 133 nodes. Predicted (right) has 540 nodes. Overlap is 129
nodes.
(c) Time step 3. Ground truth (left) has 361 nodes. Predicted (right) has 774 nodes. Overlap is 349
nodes.
(d) Time step 4. Ground truth (left) has 621 nodes. Predicted (right) has 769 nodes. Overlap is 341
nodes.
(e) Time step 5. Ground truth (left) has 694 nodes. Predicted (right) has 952 nodes. Overlap is 427
nodes.
(f) Time step 6. Ground truth (left) has 665 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1002 nodes. Overlap is
362 nodes.
Figure 4.10: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 1 to 6) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 7. Ground truth (left) has 686 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1039 nodes. Overlap is
323 nodes.
(b) Time step 8. Ground truth (left) has 1182 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1502 nodes. Overlap is
871 nodes.
(c) Time step 9. Ground truth (left) has 1270 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1521 nodes. Overlap is
907 nodes.
(d) Time step 10. Ground truth (left) has 1527 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1574 nodes. Overlap is
1044 nodes.
Figure 4.11: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 7 to 10) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 11. Ground truth (left) has 1363 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1629 nodes. Overlap is
908 nodes.
(b) Time step 12. Ground truth (left) has 1288 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1874 nodes. Overlap is
1067 nodes.
(c) Time step 13. Ground truth (left) has 1276 nodes. Predicted (right) has 1962 nodes. Overlap is
1006 nodes.
(d) Time step 14. Ground truth (left) has 1240 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2010 nodes. Overlap is
1041 nodes.
Figure 4.12: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 11 to 14) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 15. Ground truth (left) has 1860 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2140 nodes. Overlap is
1411 nodes.
(b) Time step 16. Ground truth (left) has 1579 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2148 nodes. Overlap is
1260 nodes.
(c) Time step 17. Ground truth (left) has 2020 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2231 nodes. Overlap is
1364 nodes.
Figure 4.13: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 15 to 17) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 18. Ground truth (left) has 2099 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2335 nodes. Overlap is
1542 nodes.
(b) Time step 19. Ground truth (left) has 1846 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2444 nodes. Overlap is
1383 nodes.
(c) Time step 20. Ground truth (left) has 2999 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2661 nodes. Overlap is
1790 nodes.
Figure 4.14: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 18 to 20) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 21. Ground truth (left) has 2890 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2675 nodes. Overlap is
1643 nodes.
(b) Time step 22. Ground truth (left) has 3079 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2797 nodes. Overlap is
1874 nodes.
(c) Time step 23. Ground truth (left) has 3528 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2698 nodes. Overlap is
1902 nodes.
Figure 4.15: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 21 to 23) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 24. Ground truth (left) has 2793 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2913 nodes. Overlap is
1615 nodes.
(b) Time step 25. Ground truth (left) has 3323 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2753 nodes. Overlap is
1827 nodes.
(c) Time step 26. Ground truth (left) has 3248 nodes. Predicted (right) has 2951 nodes. Overlap is
1910 nodes. A false positive region with one node is too small to be seen in this view.
Figure 4.16: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 24 to 26) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 27. Ground truth (left) has 4381 nodes. Predicted (right) has 3089 nodes. Overlap is
2143 nodes.
(b) Time step 28. Ground truth (left) has 4000 nodes. Predicted (right) has 3214 nodes. Overlap is
1958 nodes.
Figure 4.17: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 27 to 28) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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(a) Time step 29. Ground truth (left) has 4342 nodes. Predicted (right) has 3251 nodes. Overlap is
2062 nodes.
(b) Time step 30. Ground truth (left) has 3727 nodes. Predicted (right) has 3631 nodes. Overlap is
2223 nodes.
Figure 4.18: Canister tear run 4 (time steps 29 to 30) ground truth salient regions
(left) and predicted salient regions (right) for the RFW model trained on run 2 time
step 5 partitioned data.
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While precision, recall, and the F-measure are computed on unordered sets of
predicted regions, L-quality is computed on ordered or ranked sets of predicted
regions. Another ranking quality method is the precision-recall curve, which shows
the precision at increasing recall levels. The standard curve is usually smoothed
to remove sawtooth patterns by using interpolated precision, which is the high-
est precision found for any recall level greater than or equal to the given recall
level. Eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graphs average the interpolated
precision at eleven fixed recall levels from zero to one [45]. Figure 4.19 shows an
eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across 16 canister tear
train-test combinations using RFW ensembles and all four runs. Curves for five
overlap thresholds (10% to 50%) between predicted and ground truth regions are
graphed. It is conventional in interpolated precision-recall curves to plot the preci-
sion as zero for recall levels that are never reached due to not retrieving all relevant
documents (in our case due to not always predicting all salient regions that meet
a given overlap threshold) [45]. In order to avoid confusion that this non-intuitive
convention might cause, we have simply elected not to plot any such zero preci-
sion points for the corresponding recall levels not reached in all of the curves that
were averaged. However, plotted points that represent the average interpolated
precision of multiple curves may include points from one or more (but not all) of the
curves that were assigned the zero precision value.
As expected, as more salient regions are retrieved from the ranked list (the
recall increases), some more false positive regions are also retrieved (the preci-
sion decreases). In general, the curves meeting lower overlap threshold require-
ments show the best performance and are closest to the upper-right corner of the
graph, where recall and precision are maximized. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the
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precision-recall graphs for RF and DT that correspond to Figure 4.19 for RFW. In
general, RFW has slightly better results than RF, followed by DT.
Figure 4.22 shows an eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged
across nine canister tear train/test combinations using RFW ensembles and runs
two to four. This figure leaves out canister tear run one, which was included in
Figure 4.19 and for reasons discussed earlier in this Chapter, shows considerably
less accuracy when used for training or testing. Perfect precision of one is shown
for recall levels up to one for overlap thresholds up to 10%. Figure 4.23 shows an
eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across seven canister
tear train/test combinations using RFW ensembles and run one for training and/or
testing. This figure shows the less accurate results for run one, which was left out
of Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.19: Eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across 16
canister tear train/test combinations using RFW ensembles and all four runs.
Curves are shown for five overlap thesholds (OT) from 10% to 50%.
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Figure 4.20: Eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across 16
canister tear train/test combinations using RF ensembles and all four runs. Curves
are shown for five overlap thesholds (OT) from 10% to 50%.
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Figure 4.21: Eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across 16
canister tear train/test combinations using DT ensembles and all four runs. Curves
are shown for five overlap thesholds (OT) from 10% to 50%.
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Figure 4.22: Eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across nine
canister tear train/test combinations using RFW ensembles and runs two to four.
Curves are shown for five overlap thesholds (OT) from 10% to 50%.
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Figure 4.23: Eleven-point interpolated precision-recall graph averaged across
seven canister tear train/test combinations using RFW ensembles and run one
for training and/or testing. Curves are shown for five overlap thesholds (OT) from
10% to 50%.
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4.6 Labeling Noise Results
Labeling noise experiments were performed on the casing simulation, since it
has perfect ground truth labeling for all bolts (salient regions). The ground truth
labels were changed in the training data only, so that 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and
20% of the 568 nodes in each bolt were mislabeled as unknown instead of salient.
Each bolt has 11 layers of nodes, and noise was thus added to the exterior surface
nodes of layer(s) beginning farthest from the bolt head as required, as shown in
Figure 4.24. In separate experiments, the labels of the same number of nodes
closest to each bolt were changed from unknown to salient at the above five noise
levels, as shown in Figure 4.25. In other words, the first set of five noise levels
decreased the number of bolt nodes that were labeled correctly, and the second set
increased the number of nodes adjacent to each bolt that were labeled incorrectly
as bolt nodes.
Random forests unweighted (RF), weighted (RFW), and a single decision tree
(DT) were separately trained on each of the 12 partitions of the training data. For
reference, a single decision tree was also trained on all of the combined training
data (SDT), although this method would not be feasible for much larger datasets.
An overlap threshold of 10% was used. The results of the labeling noise experi-
ments for RFW are shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.26. The results for RF, DT,
and SDT are shown in the Appendix—Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, and Figures 4.27,
4.28, and 4.29. All figures show cumulative lift curves that were produced with
the ground truth (GT) ratio method of ordering predicted regions, as discussed in
Chapter 4.1. For all noise level cases, the L-qualities remained consistently high.
Methods that produce high L-qualities compensate for low precision and make
higher recall the key measurement, since most true positive regions (bolts) are
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(a) 0% bolt noise. (b) 1% bolt noise.
(c) 5% bolt noise. (d) 10% bolt noise.
(e) 15% bolt noise. (f) 20% bolt noise.
Figure 4.24: Bolt labeling noise of 0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% shown for a
typical bolt. Red (in color) or darker (in grayscale) wireframe outlines bolt nodes
that are labeled bolt. Blue (in color) or lighter (in grayscale) wireframe outlines bolt
nodes that are labeled non-bolt.
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(a) 0% non-bolt noise. (b) 1% non-bolt noise.
(c) 5% non-bolt noise. (d) 10% non-bolt noise.
(e) 15% non-bolt noise. (f) 20% non-bolt noise.
Figure 4.25: Non-bolt labeling noise of 0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% shown
for a typical bolt. Red (in color) or darker (in grayscale) wireframe outlines non-
bolt nodes that are labeled bolt. Blue (in color) or lighter (in grayscale) wireframe
outlines bolt nodes that are labeled bolt.
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detected before false positive regions. While the recall for each method steadily
decreased as the non-bolt noise level increased, there were exceptions as the bolt
noise level increased. Both SDT and RFW showed a small gain in recall for some
increase(s) in bolt noise levels. DT showed a larger decrease in recall (though still
high overall) at bolt noise levels of 1% and 10% than at the other bolt noise levels.
This was likely due to a combination of decision tree instability and partitioning of
the data.
The decision tree methods each proved more robust to noise inside the bolts
than the random forests methods for 15% and 20% noise levels. Conversely, both
decision tree methods were less robust to 20% noise added to nodes outside the
bolts. For the recall at the bolt and non-bolt 10% noise levels, SDT averaged a
recall of 0.89, followed by RFW at 0.63, RF at 0.62, and DT at 0.55. Excluding
SDT, which is not viable for larger datasets, RFW performed best overall for both
types of noise. SDT and DT predicted more salient regions (true and false positives
combined) than RF and RFW, and the number of predicted regions for all methods
tended to decrease at the higher noise levels. In general, our methods are best
used for noise levels less than about 10%.
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Table 4.5: Casing simulation RFW bolt labeling noise results evaluated with 10%
overlap threshold.
Noise GT Preds TP FN FP Rec Prec F-m L-qualities
level type GT size size ts
ratio ratio
0% NA 140 257 115 25 142 0.82 0.45 0.58 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.37
1% b 140 250 118 22 132 0.84 0.47 0.61 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.33
5% b 140 226 120 20 106 0.86 0.53 0.66 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.37
10% b 140 195 90 50 105 0.64 0.46 0.54 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.32
15% b 140 174 60 80 114 0.43 0.34 0.38 0.93 0.93 0.80 0.26
20% b 140 106 25 115 81 0.18 0.24 0.20 0.86 0.86 0.59 0.19
1% nb 140 253 104 36 149 0.74 0.41 0.53 0.93 0.94 0.92 0.38
5% nb 140 230 98 42 132 0.70 0.43 0.53 0.94 0.88 0.95 0.38
10% nb 140 192 86 54 106 0.61 0.45 0.52 0.95 0.79 0.94 0.38
15% nb 140 192 78 62 114 0.56 0.41 0.47 0.95 0.85 0.96 0.42
20% nb 140 160 71 69 89 0.51 0.44 0.47 0.93 0.76 0.97 0.39
NA: not applicable; b: bolt; nb: non-bolt; GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions TP: true positives
FN: false negatives; FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; ts: timestep
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(b) Non-bolt noise. Top to bottom: 0 to 20
Figure 4.26: Casing simulation bolt and non-bolt noise cumulative lift curves using
RFW.
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Table 4.6: Casing simulation RF bolt labeling noise results evaluated with 10%
overlap threshold.
Noise GT Preds TP FN FP Rec Prec F-m L-qualities
level type GT size size ts
ratio ratio
0% NA 140 251 124 16 127 0.89 0.49 0.63 0.98 0.97 0.93 0.33
1% b 140 241 118 22 123 0.84 0.49 0.62 0.97 0.98 0.92 0.32
5% b 140 228 106 34 122 0.76 0.46 0.58 0.87 0.86 0.83 0.35
10% b 140 212 67 73 145 0.48 0.32 0.38 0.84 0.83 0.78 0.17
15% b 140 171 52 88 119 0.37 0.30 0.33 0.87 0.86 0.75 0.20
20% b 140 132 22 118 110 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.90 0.90 0.47 0.18
1% nb 140 270 115 25 155 0.82 0.43 0.56 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.31
5% nb 140 263 115 25 148 0.82 0.44 0.57 0.96 0.94 0.90 0.27
10% nb 140 249 107 33 142 0.76 0.43 0.55 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.25
15% nb 140 234 92 48 142 0.66 0.39 0.49 0.95 0.89 0.96 0.31
20% nb 140 189 79 61 110 0.56 0.42 0.48 0.95 0.85 0.97 0.34
NA: not applicable; b: bolt; nb: non-bolt; GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions TP: true positives
FN: false negatives; FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; ts: timestep
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(b) Non-bolt noise. Top to bottom: 0 to 20
Figure 4.27: Casing simulation bolt and non-bolt noise cumulative lift curves using
RF.
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Table 4.7: Casing simulation DT bolt labeling noise results evaluated with 10%
overlap threshold.
Noise GT Preds TP FN FP Rec Prec F-m L-qualities
level type GT size size ts
ratio ratio
0% NA 140 319 123 17 196 0.88 0.39 0.54 0.97 0.98 0.86 0.26
1% b 140 264 96 44 168 0.69 0.36 0.48 0.98 0.90 0.98 0.37
5% b 140 277 122 18 155 0.87 0.44 0.59 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.22
10% b 140 213 87 53 126 0.62 0.41 0.49 0.93 0.91 0.97 0.44
15% b 140 253 121 19 132 0.86 0.48 0.62 0.97 0.92 0.95 0.18
20% b 140 266 100 40 166 0.71 0.38 0.49 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.30
1% nb 140 300 112 28 188 0.80 0.37 0.51 0.94 0.99 0.85 0.25
5% nb 140 258 83 57 175 0.59 0.32 0.42 0.93 0.91 0.95 0.36
10% nb 140 288 67 73 221 0.48 0.23 0.31 0.93 0.91 0.95 0.40
15% nb 140 273 54 86 219 0.39 0.20 0.26 0.93 0.89 0.96 0.35
20% nb 140 240 41 99 199 0.29 0.17 0.22 0.91 0.87 0.96 0.64
NA: not applicable; b: bolt; nb: non-bolt; GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions TP: true positives
FN: false negatives; FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; ts: timestep
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(b) Non-bolt noise. Top to bottom: 0 to 20
Figure 4.28: Casing simulation bolt and non-bolt noise cumulative lift curves using
DT.
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Table 4.8: Casing simulation SDT bolt labeling noise results evaluated with 10%
overlap threshold.
Noise GT Preds TP FN FP Rec Prec F-m L-qualities
level type GT size size ts
ratio ratio
0% NA 140 323 133 7 190 0.95 0.41 0.57 0.97 1.00 0.84 0.28
1% b 140 345 131 9 214 0.94 0.38 0.54 0.97 0.99 0.83 0.29
5% b 140 378 131 9 247 0.94 0.35 0.51 0.97 1.00 0.83 0.18
10% b 140 351 130 10 221 0.93 0.37 0.53 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.20
15% b 140 323 129 11 194 0.92 0.40 0.56 0.99 0.99 0.86 0.25
20% b 140 348 135 5 213 0.96 0.39 0.55 0.99 1.00 0.85 0.23
1% nb 140 334 132 8 202 0.94 0.40 0.56 0.98 0.99 0.82 0.27
5% nb 140 240 126 14 114 0.90 0.53 0.66 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.20
10% nb 140 236 117 23 119 0.84 0.50 0.62 0.97 0.99 0.93 -0.02
15% nb 140 317 87 53 230 0.62 0.27 0.38 0.89 0.96 0.80 0.27
20% nb 140 186 20 120 166 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.92 0.82 0.97 -0.33
NA: not applicable; b: bolt; nb: non-bolt; GT: ground truth regions; Preds: predicted regions TP: true positives
FN: false negatives; FP: false positives; Rec.: Recall; Prec.: Precision; F-m: F-measure; ts: timestep
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(b) Non-bolt noise. Top to bottom: 0 to 20
Figure 4.29: Casing simulation bolt and non-bolt noise cumulative lift curves using
SDT.
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4.7 Voting Method Results
A simple majority vote (mv) and a probabilistic majority vote (pmv) without scal-
ing each produce inferior results when compared to a scaled probabilistic majority
vote (spmv) for the experiments in this dissertation. If only partitions that have
examples of both classes (unknown and salient) are used for training, the proba-
bilistic component of spmv is the same for both classes and has no effect on each
classifier or ensemble vote. However, both mv and a scaled majority vote (smv)
using only two-class partitions could be used to examine alternative voting meth-
ods. Table 4.9 shows the average results of such tests on the 16 canister tear
train-test combinations. The smv method almost always yields higher recall, preci-
sion, and F-measure than the mv method. The final three lines of Table 4.10 show
the corresponding spmv results, which are better than the mv and smv results for
recall, precision, and F-measure in Table 4.9 for RF and RFW. The difference lies
in the adjustment to the probabilistic component of the scaled probabilistic major-
ity vote, which assigns higher relative weights to salient votes in these cases. Of
course this adjustment could be made without building one-class partition classi-
fiers, since they always predict the class as unknown. In addition, an analysis of
the actual multipliers of the scaled probabilistic majority vote can sometimes lead
to further simplification in the case of unweighted ensembles. For instance, there
are six training partitions each with at least one salient example in canister tear
run one, time step 5. Two of the partitions have most of the salient examples and
each has a multiplier much larger than the other four such partitions. As a result, if
and only if, either or both of the unweighted ensembles with large multiplier parti-
tions votes an example as salient, that example will be voted as salient regardless
of how the other four salient partitions vote. Weighted ensembles would still the-
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Table 4.9: Canister tear average regional results using only two-class partitions
and evaluated with 10% overlap threshold. (Bold indicates the highest values.)
Classifier Voting Recall Precision F-measure L-qualities
method size size ratio timestep
DT mv 0.61 0.31 0.40 0.85 0.42 0.32
DT smv 0.80 0.34 0.47 0.84 0.71 0.18
RF mv 0.60 0.47 0.43 0.76 0.58 0.51
RF smv 0.84 0.50 0.61 0.65 0.71 0.40
RFW mv 0.63 0.47 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.48
RFW smv 0.73 0.45 0.54 0.66 0.66 0.50
mv: majority vote; smv: scaled majority vote
oretically require votes from all partitions with at least one salient example for a
definitive vote.
4.8 Statistical Significance Results
Ensembles often result in a higher accuracy classifier than a single classifier.
Many times an ensemble is trained on a subset of the data (e.g. bagging). The
data may be implicitly weighted as in bagging, features left out to create random
subspaces, etc. Other work has shown that you can get better accuracy from an
ensemble of classifiers built on subsets of the data [18,46]. The disjoint subsets of
data here will result in classifiers that make different errors, which can (and often
does) lead to better accuracy as has been seen with smaller datasets previously.
The average canister and casing regional results for a 10% overlap threshold
are shown in Tables 4.10 and 4.11. For a baseline comparison, each table includes
results for a single decision tree built on the unpartitioned training data, which in-
cludes all available labeled training data. To illustrate, instead of training one DT
for the data in each of the 14 tear training partitions, only one decision tree was
trained on all of the combined training data of the 14 partitions. For the combined
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Table 4.10: Canister tear average regional results evaluated with 10% overlap
threshold. (Bold indicates the highest values.)
Classifier Training Recall Precision F-measure L-qualities
data size size ratio timestep
partitioned?
SDT no 0.77 0.24 0.35 0.87 0.72 0.05
DT yes 0.81 0.29 0.40 0.94 0.71 0.03
RF yes 0.85 0.64 0.71 0.68 0.61 0.26
RFW yes 0.85 0.69 0.75 0.74 0.58 0.18
casing experiments and canister tear experiments we applied the Friedman test,
an average algorithm rank method, and the Holm step-down procedure, both de-
scribed in [47], to show that the precision and F-measure from both SDT and DT
are significantly worse than either RF or RFW with a 99% confidence level. Each of
the four canister tear simulation runs was considered as a separate dataset, since
each has a unique % of salient nodes in the training time step and in all time steps,
and either unique material properties, or a different number of time steps or nodes
per time step. The casing experiments and all 16 tear train-test combinations were
used in the evaluations. We also found that the natural time step ordering is signif-
icantly worse than all of the predicted region ordering methods with a 99% confi-
dence level. These results demonstrates that partitioning obstacles to data mining
can be more than overcome with the diversity of random forests. Table 4.12 shows
a summary of the statistically significant results. The salient margin mean method
(and the other methods) of ordering salient regions for L-quality is discussed in
Chapter 4.1.
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Table 4.11: Casing regional results evaluated with 10% overlap threshold. (Bold
indicates the highest values.)
Classifier Training Recall Precision F-measure L-qualities
data GT size size timestep
partitioned? ratio ratio
SDT no 0.95 0.41 0.57 0.97 1.00 0.84 0.28
DT yes 0.88 0.39 0.54 0.97 0.98 0.86 0.26
RF yes 0.89 0.49 0.63 0.98 0.97 0.93 0.33
RFW yes 0.82 0.45 0.58 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.37
GT: ground truth regions
Table 4.12: Statistically significant results across casing and canister tear simula-
tion experiments using 10% overlap threshold.
Statistically worse Statistically better
Classifier Metric Classifier Metric
SDT precision RF precision
SDT precision RFW precision
DT precision RF precision
DT precision RFW precision
SDT F-measure RF F-measure
SDT F-measure RFW F-measure
DT F-measure RF F-measure
DT F-measure RFW F-measure
SDT L-quality (timestep) SDT L-quality (size)
DT L-quality (timestep) DT L-quality (size)
RF L-quality (timestep) RF L-quality (size)
RFW L-quality (timestep) RFW L-quality (size)
SDT L-quality (timestep) SDT L-quality (size ratio)
DT L-quality (timestep) DT L-quality (size ratio)
RF L-quality (timestep) RF L-quality (size ratio)
RFW L-quality (timestep) RFW L-quality (size ratio)
SDT L-quality (timestep) SDT L-quality (salient margin mean)
DT L-quality (timestep) DT L-quality (salient margin mean)
RF L-quality (timestep) RF L-quality (salient margin mean)
RFW L-quality (timestep) RFW L-quality (salient margin mean)
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CHAPTER 5
ANOMALY ENSEMBLE EXPERIMENTS
This chapter includes experiments, evaluation metrics, and results for the mod-
ified KDD Cup 1999 dataset.
5.1 Experiments
Anomaly detection, also known as outlier detection, deals with finding patterns
in data that are unusual, abnormal, unexpected, and/or interesting [33] (see Chap-
ter 2.4). In these experiments the outlier examples are those rare cases of the U2R
intrusion attack class in the modified KDD Cup 1999 dataset as described below.
As discussed in Chapter 3.3, we used the same modified KDD Cup 1999 data-
set used in [39, 40], which includes only the normal class and the U2R intrusion
attack class, which was considered the outlier or anomaly class. The modified
dataset has 60,593 normal and 246 intrusion (outlier) data records. The modified
KDD Cup 1999 dataset was randomly split into two groups. Each group was then
partitioned and outlier detection methods were used on all the data in that group
or on the data in various partition combinations of that group to determine outliers
in either group. This basic process was repeated for 30 different random splits.
The first group of experiments included using outlier detection methods on the
data in one data group or in partitions of that group to determine outliers in the
other data group. The outlier detection methods included random forests weighted
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(RFW) [31] and distance-based outlier (DBO) methods [48]. The accuracy of ran-
dom forests was evaluated in [32] and shown to be comparable with or better than
other well-known ensemble generation techniques. Here, the number of random
features chosen at each decision tree node was log2 n + 1 given n features. RFW
predictions are based on the percentage of trees that vote for a class. First RFW
with 250 trees was trained on all of the data (without partitioning) in one group and
then used to test all of the data in the remaining group. Breiman used random
forests with 100 trees [31], while a later study used 1000 trees [32]. We chose 250
to achieve more accurate results than the established number of 100 without incur-
ring the additional computational costs of 1000 trees, which might not necessarily
prove beneficial in our experiments. The random split was intended to duplicate
the methods used in [39, 40], and did not limit each group to the same number of
examples. Then the second data group was used for training and the first for test-
ing. This double train/test process was used for 30 random data splits for a total of
60 test results. Next each training data group was partitioned into 20 partitions with
stratification (each partition had as close as possible the same number of positive
instances and the same number of negative instances). Then RFW with 250 trees
was trained on the data in each training partition and tested on all of the test data
in the other group. This simulates distributed data that can’t be shared; a more
difficult problem.
The above train/test experiments were repeated using the distance-based out-
lier (DBO) algorithm except that the training data in all cases was used as the
reference set of neighbors for determining the average distance from each test
instance to its five nearest neighbors [48]. DBO was chosen as the conventional
outlier method for comparison with RFW and for investigating DBO’s ensemble
performance. The software implementation of DBO was ORCA, which is a method
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for finding outliers in near linear time [48]. Continuous features were scaled to
zero mean and unit standard deviation. The distance measure used for continuous
features was the weighted Euclidean distance, and for discrete features was the
weighted Hamming distance. The number of outliers was specified as the number
of test instances, so that as many test instances as possible were given outlier
prediction scores. Unlike RFW, the ground truth training labels were not used for
training, only for the stratified partitioning. The DBO outlier prediction scores were
used instead of the corresponding RFW scores above. These prediction scores
rated each test instance’s likelihood of being an outlier based on the average dis-
tance from its five nearest neighbors in the reference training set. Those instances
with a higher average distance were given a higher score to reflect the increased
likelihood of being outliers.
The second group of experiments included using outlier detection methods on
the data in each group or in partitions of that group to determine outliers in that
same group. The outlier detection methods included distance-based outlier (DBO)
and local outlier factor (LOF) methods [49]. DBO was chosen for these experiments
for direct comparison to its performance in the first group of supervised learning
experiments. LOF was chosen to compare its ensemble performance to its non-
ensemble performance in [39,40]. This group of experiments represents a case of
unsupervised learning where ground truth test labels were not used in either the
outlier prediction process or in the partitioning process. Each test was repeated
using the other random group as the test group. First DBO used all of the test data
in the test group (except for each test instance being processed) as a reference
set of neighbors for determining the average distance from each test instance to
its five nearest neighbors. Next each test data group was randomly partitioned into
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2, 4, and 20 partitions without stratification (without considering class). Then DBO
used the data in each test partition as the reference set to choose neighbors.
LOF outliers or outliers with a local outlier factor per object are density based
outliers [49]. The approach to find those outliers is based on measuring the density
of objects and their relation to each other (referred to here as local reachability
density). Based on the average ratio of the local reachability density of an object
and its k-nearest neighbors (e.g. the objects in its k-distance neighborhood), a
local outlier factor (LOF) is computed. The approach takes a parameter MinPts
(actually specifying the “k”) and it uses the maximum LOFs for objects in a MinPts
range (lower bound and upper bound to MinPts). The default MinPts range from
10 to 20 and the default distance measure of Euclidean distance was used. The
local outlier factor (LOF) method was used to predict outliers in the test data group
by applying LOF separately to each of the 20 test partitions of data used above for
DBO tests. This was done for the same random splits of data that were used for
DBO.
5.2 Evaluation Metrics
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graphs are commonly used in ma-
chine learning and data mining research to organize and visualize the performance
of classifiers, especially for domains with skewed class distribution and unequal
classification costs [50]. For two class problems, a classifier is a mapping from
instances to predicted classes, positive or negative. Some classifier models only
predict the class of the instance, while others produce a continuous output or score.
An ROC graph can be plotted by applying different thresholds to the continuous
output, which produces different points on the graph. The true positive (TP) rate
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(also known as the detection or hit rate) and the false positive (FP) rate (also known
as the false alarm rate) are determined below [30].
TP rate = Positives correctly classifiedTotal positives (5.1)
FP rate = Negatives correctly classifiedTotal negatives (5.2)
The TP rate is plotted on the Y axis and FP rate is plotted on the X axis in
ROC graphs. Notable points in ROC space include the lower left point (0,0), which
represents the classifier never predicting positive for any instance, and (1,1), which
represents the classifier always predicting positive for any instance. Another point
of interest is (0,1) which represents perfect classification, with no FPs or FNs. Av-
erage or random performance lies on the diagonal from (0,0) to (1,1). An ROC
curve is constructed by sorting test instances by the classifier’s scores from most
likely to least likely to be a member of the positive class [50]. Each classifier score
establishes a point on the ROC curve and a threshold that can be used to clas-
sify instances with scores that are above that threshold as positive, otherwise as
negative. Since there may be cases of classifiers assigning equal scores to some
test instances with possibly different ground truth class labels, all equal classifier
scores are processed by an ROC algorithm before establishing a new ROC point.
This reflects the expected performance of the classifier, independent of the order
of equally scored instances that reflect the arbitrary order of test instances.
An ROC curve is a two-dimensional representation of expected classifier per-
formance. If a single scalar value is desired to represent expected classifier per-
formance, it can be determined as the area under the ROC curve, abbreviated
AUC [50–52]. Since random guessing produces the diagonal from (0,0) to (1,1)
and an AUC of 0.5, a realistic classifier should have an AUC greater than this. The
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AUC is equivalent to the probability that its classifier will rank a randomly selected
positive instance higher than a randomly selected negative instance [50]. This fea-
ture is equivalent to the Wilcoxon test of ranks [50,51]. If an area of interest is less
than that of the full curve, the areas under the parts of the curves of interest may
be used instead for comparing classifier performance.
When considering an average ROC for multiple test runs, one could simply
merge sort the instances together by their assigned scores into one large set, and
run an ROC algorithm on the set. In order to make a valid classifier comparison
using ROC curves, a measure of the variance of multiple test runs should be used
[50]. One valid method is vertical averaging, which takes vertical samples for fixed,
regularly spaced FP rates and averages the corresponding TP rates. For each
ROC curve, the maximum plotted TP rate is chosen for each fixed FP rate. This
point is used in individual ROC curves to calculate the AUC, and thus is also used
for averaging multiple curve AUCs. If no TP rate has been plotted for the fixed
FP rate, the TP rate is interpolated between the maximum TP rates at the FP
rates immediately before and immediately after the fixed FP rate. The mean of
the maximum plotted TP rates for all curves at each fixed FP rate is plotted and
confidence intervals of each mean can be added by drawing the corresponding
confidence interval error bars [50]. These are calculated as shown below: [53,54]
Standard deviation (SD) =
√∑
(X −M)2
n− 1 (5.3)
Standard Error (SE) = SD√
n
(5.4)
Confidence Interval (CI) = M ± t(n−1) · SD (5.5)
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where X in this case is a TP rate for the selected FP rate, M is the mean of the TP
rates for the selected FP rate, n is the number of trials, and t(n−1) is a critical value
of t.
Threshold averaging is an alternate method for averaging multiple ROC test
runs. It is based on the threshold of classifier scores, which can be directly con-
trolled by the researcher. This method generates a set of thresholds to sample by
placing all of the classifier scores into N bins so that each bin has approximately
the same number of scores, and selecting the thresholds that separate the bins.
For each threshold, the corresponding point for each ROC curve is selected and
all the selected points are averaged [50].
5.3 Results
Table 5.1 shows the modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC AUC results for random
forests weighted (RFW) and for distance-based outlier (DBO) methods when data
in one of each of the 30 random data groups was partitioned and various parti-
tion combinations were used to determine outliers in the other corresponding data
group. First RFW was trained on all of the data (with no partitioning) in one group
and then used to test all of the data in the remaining group. Then the second data
group was used for training and the first for testing. This double train/test process
was used for 30 random data splits. The resulting RFW no partitioning mean AUC,
shown in Table 5.1, is 0.9976 which is close to 1.0 or perfect classification. Next
each training data group was partitioned into 20 partitions with stratification (each
partition had about the same number of positive instances and about the same
number of negative instances). Then RFW was trained on the data in each train-
ing partition and tested on the test data in the other group. The votes by the 20
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Table 5.1: Modified KDD Cup 1999 average train/test ROC AUC results.
Method # of training partitions used for ROC AUC
final vote on each test example Mean Standard
Deviation
RFW (no partitioning) 0.9976 0.0029
RFW 20 of 20 (ensemble voting) 0.9985 0.0007
RFW 1 of 20 (average) 0.9830 0.0176
DBO (no partitioning) 0.9692 0.0108
DBO 20 of 20 (ensemble voting) 0.9850 0.0017
DBO 1 of 20 (average) 0.9818 0.0049
RFW: random forests weighted; DBO: distance-based outlier
ROC: receiver operator characteristics; AUC: area under curve
ensembles for each test instance were averaged to determine the average outlier
prediction score. These scores were sorted with most likely to predict an outlier
first. The RFW 20 of 20 partition mean AUC for is 0.9985 which is almost identical
to the above result. Finally, the RFW outlier prediction scores using only one of the
20 partitions were sorted and the mean AUC was determined. The RFW 1 of 20
mean AUC of 0.9830 is the average of all single partition results. This shows that
using 20 ensembles to vote is more accurate than just using a single classifier.
The above tests were repeated for DBO except that the the training data in
all cases was used as the reference set of neighbors for determining the average
distance from each test instance to its five nearest neighbors. Unlike RFW, the
ground truth training labels were not used for outlier detection. The DBO outlier
prediction scores were used instead of the corresponding RFW scores above. The
lowest DBO mean AUC is 0.9692 for the DBO using all training data without par-
titioning as the reference set of neighbors. The DBO 20 of 20 mean AUC for the
20 partition vote is 0.9850 which is only 0.0135 less than the RFW 20 of 20 mean
AUC. The DBO mean AUC for using a single partition is 0.9818, which is still higher
than using no partitioning. For comparison, the feature bagging method of outlier
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detection in the results of [39,40] yielded an AUC of 0.74 (± 0.1), so our approach
is a big improvement.
Figure 5.1 shows the modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC vertically averaged curves
using RFW and DBO with unpartitioned training data. Confidence bars are shown
for the 99% confidence region of the ROC mean. The curve is only shown for
the FP (false alarm) rate of 0.0 to 0.2 by 0.01 steps since both curves are very
close to a detection rate of 1.0 for a FP rate of 0.2 to 1.0. The mean AUC for
RFW is 0.9976 and for DBO is 0.9692, as shown in Table 5.1. RFW is better than
DBO with statistical significance at a 99% confidence level for an FP rate of 0.0
to 0.1. Figure 5.2 shows the modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC vertically averaged
curves using RFW and DBO with 20 partitions of training data. Confidence bars
are shown for the 99% confidence region of the ROC mean. The curve is only
shown for the FP rate of 0.0 to 0.2 as discussed above. The mean AUC for RFW
is 0.9985 and for DBO is 0.9850, as shown in Table 5.1. RFW is better than DBO
with statistical significance at a 99% confidence level for an FP rate of 0.0 to 0.1.
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Figure 5.1: Modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC curves for RFW and DBO using no
partitioning on the training group. Curves are vertically averaged over both groups
of 30 random splits. Confidence bars are shown for the 99% confidence region of
the ROC mean.
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Figure 5.2: Modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC curves for RFW and DBO using 20
partitions on the training group. Curves are vertically averaged over both groups
of 30 random splits. Confidence bars are shown for the 99% confidence region of
the ROC mean.
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Table 5.2 shows the modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC AUC results for distance-
based outlier (DBO) and local outlier factor (LOF) methods when data in one group
of each of the 30 random data splits was partitioned and various partition combi-
nations were used to determine outliers in only that test data group, a case of
unsupervised learning where ground truth test labels are not used in the outlier
prediction process. Each process was repeated using the other random group as
the test group. First DBO used all of the test data in the test group (except for each
test instance being processed) as a reference set of neighbors for determining the
average distance from each test instance to its five nearest neighbors. The result-
ing DBO no partitioning mean AUC is 0.9112, which is considerably less than the
0.9692 in Table 5.1 for DBO using the training group data as the reference set of
neighbors.
Next each training data group was randomly partitioned into 20 partitions with-
out stratification (class was not considered). All of these 20 partitions were com-
bined as required to create separate two and four partition experiments in addition
to the 20 partition experiment. Then DBO used the data in each test partition as
the reference set of neighbors. The scores for each individual partition were sorted
with most likely to predict an outlier first. All individual partition results were aver-
aged for the corresponding number of partitions to produce the 1 of 2, 1 of 4, and
1 of 20 (average) DBO entries in Table 5.2. Additionally, the votes for each test in-
stance were averaged among the corresponding number of partitions to determine
the average outlier prediction score. These average scores were sorted with most
likely to predict an outlier first to produce the 2 of 2, 4 of 4, and 20 of 20 (ensemble
voting) DBO entries in Table 5.2.
The DBO 1 of 2, 2 of 2, 1 of 4, and 4 of 4 mean AUCs gradually increase from
0.9587 to 0.9700 as the number of partitions increases and as ensemble voting is
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Table 5.2: Modified KDD Cup 1999 average test ROC AUC results.
Method # of test partitions used for ROC AUC
final vote on each test example Mean Standard
Deviation
DBO (no partitioning) 0.9112 0.0101
DBO 1 of 2 (average) 0.9587 0.0140
DBO 2 of 2 (ensemble voting) 0.9611 0.0110
DBO 1 of 4 (average) 0.9655 0.0098
DBO 4 of 4 (ensemble voting) 0.9700 0.0061
DBO 1 of 20 (average) 0.9819 0.0052
DBO 20 of 20 (ensemble voting) 0.9854 0.0019
LOF 1 of 20 (separate voting on 0.9105 0.0068
each partition’s examples)
RFW: random forests weighted; DBO: distance-based outlier
LOF: local outlier factor; ROC: receiver operator characteristics
AUC: area under curve
used for each number of partitions. This trend continued for the DBO 1 of 20 mean
AUC of 0.9819,and the DBO 20 of 20 mean AUC of 0.9854, which is 0.0742 more
than the 0.9112 above using unpartitioned test data. This shows that the mean
AUC increases as a lower percentage of test data is used as the reference set of
neighbors for each ensemble.
The local outlier factor (LOF) method was used to predict outliers in the test
data group by applying LOF separately to each of the 20 test partitions used above
for DBO tests, and then merging and sorting the resulting ensembles of LOF outlier
prediction scores. This was done for the same 30 data splits as DBO in Table 5.2.
The resulting mean AUC is 0.9105. For comparison, the LOF method of outlier
detection in [39, 40] produced an AUC of 0.61 (± 0.1), which is much lower than
our result.
Figure 5.3 shows the modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC vertically averaged curves
using DBO with unpartitioned test data, two of two, and 20 of 20 partitions of test
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data. Confidence bars are shown for the 99% confidence region of the ROC mean.
The curve is only shown for the FP (false alarm) rate of 0.0 to 0.5 by 0.01 steps
since both curves are very close to a detection rate of 1.0 for a FP rate of 0.5
to 1.0. The mean AUC for DBO with 20 test partitions is 0.9854 and DBO with
unpartitioned test data is 0.9112, as shown in Table 5.2. Twenty partition ensemble
voting is better than no partitions with statistical significance for an FP rate of 0.0
to 0.49.
Figure 5.4 shows the modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC vertically averaged curves
using LOF with 20 partitions of testing data, with final results merged for testing.
Confidence bars are shown for the 99% confidence region of the ROC mean. The
curve is only shown for the FP rate of 0.0 to 0.5 as discussed above. The mean
AUC for LOF is 0.9105, as shown in Table 5.2.
In summary, we found the supervised learning approach of using RFW en-
sembles yields the most accurate results. DBO ensembles either in supervised or
unsupervised learning were less accurate, followed by the unsupervised LOF en-
sembles approach. Of note is that the best ROC AUC’s were always obtained with
ensemble approaches. An alternate supervised classification learning approach is
one-class classification support vector machines (SVMs) [33]. For this technique,
it is assumed that all training instances have only one class label. A discriminative
boundary is learned around the normal instances and any test instance that falls
outside of the boundary is declared an anomaly.
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Figure 5.3: Modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC curves for DBO using no partitioning,
two, and 20 partitions on the test group. Curves are vertically averaged over both
parts of 30 random splits. Confidence bars are shown for the 99% confidence
region of the ROC mean.
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Figure 5.4: Modified KDD Cup 1999 ROC curves for LOF using 20 partitions on
the test group. Curves are vertically averaged over both parts of 30 random splits.
Confidence bars are shown for the 99% confidence region of the ROC mean.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
Large simulations (terabyte to petabyte scale) must be partitioned across mul-
tiple processors in order to obtain results in a reasonable amount of time. The
method of breaking data into pieces may cause highly skewed class distributions,
as it violates the usual assumption of independent and identically distributed data-
sets. In this dissertation, we showed how such data may nonetheless be effectively
used for data mining. We showed that results from the distributed training data are
as good or better than one can obtain with a single decision tree trained on all
the labeled training data. Our approach uses fast ensemble learning algorithms,
scaled probabilistic majority voting, and ordering of predicted regions of saliency.
The results show that a simulation experiment that yields only somewhat above
average regional F-measures can provide efficient visual analysis of those results
by effective ordering of the predicted regions. The vast majority of false positives
were ordered last, after the user has already seen most of the true positive salient
regions. The canister tear results often showed higher F-measures than the casing
results in spite of the relatively fewer examples used for training ensembles. Again,
the quality of ordering predicted regions is typically reflected in high L-quality mea-
sures.
The results indicate that simulation developers and users would be accurately
directed to regions of interest with only occasional misdirection. This has the po-
tential for saving significant time during debugging and use by allowing for a much
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improved focus of attention on areas of interest without highly time-consuming
search.
An exploration of ensemble approaches for use in anomaly detection shows that
for both supervised and unsupervised learning categories, some of the existing
approaches can be improved significantly by employing ensembles. The normal
method of comparing anomaly (outlier) detection approaches is by comparing the
areas under each approach’s receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The
improvement shown by ensemble approaches lies in the larger area under the ROC
curve for the vitally important initial stages, where the detection (true positive) rate
reaches higher levels while the false alarm (false positive) rate is still relatively low.
6.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation include an approach that shows how
to order predicted regions by most likely to be interesting/relevant for large parti-
tioned, spatially disjoint datasets where the individual predictions are not as im-
portant as finding/predicting regions. We show that the method works even when
data is distributed in ways that may not be helpful to the learning algorithms. Our
methods might be adapted to present regions in medical images from distributed
data by order of likely importance. Another application might be to recognize su-
pernovae regions in astronomy. Our approach is limited to applications with the
above characteristics, where large arbitrary partitions of data include a relatively
small minority class and where region labeling noise in training is typically less
than 10%. A second area of contribution is to demonstrate how using different en-
semble approaches to anomaly detection can improve the results of some of the
existing approaches.
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